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Abstract i

Abstract

Ontologies are a field within semantic technologies concerned with
modeling knowledge of a domain through the use of well-defined concepts
and relationships. Cyber threat intelligence (CTI) is a field within the
domain of cyber security, and consist of collecting, exchanging, and
analyzing threat intelligence to detect, prevent, and attribute cyber attacks.
The field of CTI is relatively new, and recent years have seen a growth
in the development of taxonomies and enumerations for describing
vulnerabilities, malware, tools, attack patterns, and other categories of CTI.
The CTI sharing standard STIX 2 provides a basis for integrating such
frameworks. An ontology based on the concepts found in STIX 2 can aid
in gathering data on formats that comply with standards defined by these
frameworks, to define a shared language for describing CTI, and provide
the ability to reason about data to infer new knowledge.

An ontology which can be used for modeling threat actors and attack
behaviour was developed to investigate whether CTI ontologies can aid in
analyzing data through the use of reasoning. The basis for the ontology
was identified from existing research evaluating CTI frameworks. Based
on these frameworks the concepts and relationships relevant to the domain
were identified and modeled. To test the ontology’s reasoning abilities,
it was queried with the aim of inferring new knowledge that was not
explicitly stated in the ontology. The results showed that it was possible
to infer such knowledge.
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2 1. INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

With the digital transformation of our society, information systems are
growing in size and complexity, and are becoming increasingly crucial
for everyday tasks. Adequate cyber security is a necessary condition
for making this transformation sustainable. Cyber threat intelligence
(CTI) can play an important role in aiding the information security in an
organization, but there are vast amounts of data in threat intelligence, much
of it unstructured or in various formats, and it can be difficult to sift out
the most relevant information. It can be helpful for organizations to share
their threat intelligence with each other, but to do this efficiently there is a
need for a common language and sharing standards. To aid the sharing
and analysis of data, semantic technologies might be useful. Semantic
technologies concern how machines can interpret the meaning of data,
and often make use of ontologies as a way of structuring and modeling
knowledge from which meaning can be derived.

1.1 Research questions

This thesis aims to answer the following research questions:

1. What is the basis for developing ontologies for CTI?
2. What should an ontology describing CTI about threat actors contain?
3. Can reasoning with CTI ontologies be used to derive new knowl-

edge?

In order to answer these questions, this thesis presents the development
of an ontology that models and describes the part of the cyber security
domain concerned with threat actors and their behaviour. The purpose of
this ontology is to:

• Define a taxonomy for describing threat actors and their behaviour
• Provide the ability to reason about threat actors and their behaviour

1.2 Methodology

To answer research question 1, Part II of the thesis provides some
theoretical background on ontologies and CTI, and describes some of the
frameworks that are used to classify, describe, and work with CTI today.
Ontologies are not a new field of computer science, and Section 2 presents
information from academic books and published research on ontologies
and semantic technologies, and describes some of the technologies found
in the "Semantic Web Stack", which are technologies standardized by
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for use on the Semantic Web.
The CTI frameworks used in the ontology were STIX 2, ATT&CK and
CAPEC. STIX 2 is a structured format for sharing CTI, and research into
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CTI sharing standards identifies it as the de-facto standard for sharing
CTI [1]. ATT&CK is an enumeration of techniques, tactics, threat actor
groups, and software used in attacks (both legitimate software used for bad
purposes, or malware), and CAPEC is an enumeration of attack patterns,
which are general descriptions of common ways of attacking software.
STIX 2 also makes use of other frameworks, like the Threat Agent Library.
Relevant frameworks were identified from published research evaluating
such frameworks [2]. The Detection Maturity Level (DML) model, and a
similar model based in part on this - the CTI model - are presented to
give an insight into how CTI can be categorized. In addition, the often
referenced models Cyber Kill Chain, and Diamond Model of Intrusion
Analysis, are presented to show which stages and components cyber
attacks consist of.

To answer research question 2, the existing CTI frameworks have
been reviewed with the aim of identifying which terms are necessary
to be able to describe the domain threat actors and attack behaviour,
and the relationships between these terms, as well as finding data
sources to populate the resulting concepts in the ontology. From these
frameworks terms, relationships and their descriptions were imported into
the ontology, as described in Section 4. The resulting OWL ontology was
made using the ontology editor Protégé, which is a popular tool within
the ontology community. Reasoning was done using the HermiT reasoner,
which is the default reasoner in Protégé and made for use with OWL files.
Queries that could not be answered through reasoning alone were made
using SPARQL, which is a semantic query language. Sata from CAPEC and
ATT&CK exists in STIX 2 representations. STIX 2 uses the JSON format.
To import this data into the ontology, a Python script was developed to
convert it from JSON to JSON-LD format. JSON-LD is a Linked Data format
which can be imported directly into a Protégé ontology and then converted
into OWL. Some of the data used in the ontology came from unstructured
text and was added after manual analysis of this text, and some additional
concepts were identified as necessary in the ontology to model this data.

To answer research question 3, the ontology was populated with data
from publicly available sources as described in Section 5, and reasoning
was performed on the ontology. This is described in Section 6. To test
the ontology’s reasoning abilities, queries based on so-called competency
questions were performed. The competency questions formulate questions
that the ontology should be able to answer, like “Which campaigns are
attributed to nation state actors?”, or “Which malwares employ a specific
technique?”.

1.3 Limitations

Much CTI is not publicly available, making it difficult to populate
ontology concepts in many cases. There are some publicly available threat
intelligence feeds, but they mainly contain IP addresses and domains
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with little other context than vaguely described associations to malicious
activity, and importing this data would make the ontology very large which
affects reasoning abilities negatively, without providing many connections
to threat actors. A lot of the publicly available intelligence on threat actors
comes from threat reports, and consists of unstructured text that is not
readily machine-readable. Using machine learning for natural language
processing could be a solution to extract information from such reports,
but is out of scope for this thesis as the author is not familiar with such
technologies.

The data used in this ontology was partly structured and unstructured.
In addition to having properties with a limited set of possible values,
CAPEC and ATT&CK objects have some properties where the values are
given as unstructured text. The objects contain a lot of information in
their ‘description’ properties. Especially in the case of ATT&CK group and
software descriptions, it is possible to model some of this information in a
structured way. The sources of this information are mostly threat reports
from various technology and cyber security companies.

When using CTI it is necessary to take into account how much one
trusts the source, as not all sources can be considered equally trustworthy.
The sources may also be unsure about their conclusions, as in many cases it
is not possible to verify assumptions about attribution, motivations, goals,
nationality, or other non-technical aspects of cyber attacks. Modeling trust
in sources and confidence in data makes would make it possible to reason
about information combined from several sources, and say something
about how much one trusts the inferred data, but this is not within the
scope of this study.

Time aspects, like when a malware was first observed, or which
time period a threat actor has been active, are not populated in the
ontology. STIX 2 has properties like first_seen, last_seen, and others, but
its specification requires these to be in a timestamp, which has a higher
precision than information on this subject found in descriptions of threat
actors or malware, which only includes years. There is also very little
information concerning time in the data on groups and malware from
ATT&CK.
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2 Ontologies

2.1 What are ontologies?

In computer science, ontologies are considered part of semantic technolo-
gies. Semantic technologies use formal semantics to derive meaning from
data in a way that computers can interpret, through defining concepts by
how they relate to other concepts. To achieve this, knowledge must be rep-
resented in a way that computers can understand. This can be done by
building a knowledge base in the form of an ontology [3, Chapter 1]. The
ontology models the domain which applications using semantic technolo-
gies are concerned with. A domain might be something like information
security, healthcare, banking, medicine, or social networks. Much of the re-
search that has been done in ontology stems from the Artificial Intelligence
community, with the aim of facilitating machines’ abilities to contain and
use knowledge.

Several definitions of ontologies exist. A much cited definition
by Tom Gruber is that «An ontology is an explicit specification of a
conceptualization» [4], where a conceptualization is an abstract model that
is not dependent on language or concept definitions, but rather dependent
on the world as it is observed. Essentially an ontology models and
clearly defines a particular domain’s entities, their classes, properties and
relationships [5], and can be used to share and reuse knowledge, and
integrate knowledge from different sources. Since ontologies are concerned
with the meaning of terms, it is important that terms are described in a way
that makes their interpretation unambiguous. In addition to providing a
taxonomy, ontologies also specify semantic relationships between entities.
For example, an ontology could model the class Car as a subclass of
Vehicle with properties like «has manufacturer» which relates it to a class
Car Manufacturer, and «has registration number» which relates it to a
class Registration Number, which is again associated with a Country, etc.
Ontologies also commonly include axioms, like «a car can only have one
car manufacturer», or «no two cars have the same registration number».
A lightweight ontology consists of concepts, relationships and properties,
whereas a heavyweight ontology also includes axioms and constraints on
the relationships [6].

An ontology is extended from a model to a knowledge base through
being populated with data, or instances. E.g. for a class Person we add the
instances Clara and Ralph, and apply the symmetric relation isMarriedTo
between them. The population of the ontology can be automated to
various degrees. In many fields, like cyber security, there are many
types of unstructured data from which it might be possible to infer new
and important information, but the work of finding this information is a
monumental task. This could be solved by combining machine learning
and ontologies. When assigning particular classes to entities, it is useful
to apply machine learning for classification, especially when handling data
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Figure 1: Ontology Types [7]

from natural language sources. A classifier - an algorithm which assigns
categories to data - can be used to infer new classes automatically which are
then added to the ontology, and the ontology can then be used to discover
connections and infer meaning from the data.

Ontologies can be divided into four types: top-level, domain, task
and application [7]. The specialization relationship between them is
represented by the arrows shown in Figure 1. Top-level ontologies
are domain-independent and define general concepts that span multiple
domains, like the concepts object, property, relationship, location, and
event. Domain ontologies describe the vocabulary of a domain, and
task ontologies describe the vocabulary of a task or activity. Application
ontologies describe vocabularies that depend on both a domain and a task.

An ontology can be modular - a combination of smaller ontologies of
different domains or subdomains. An advantage of this is that it lessens
the work of creating a new ontology if there exist working ontologies that
model part of the domain. For instance an ontology describing only cars
could be included in a larger ontology for the domain of vehicles. An
obstacle when combining ontologies is that the terminologies of different
domains may overlap, and the same word could have different meanings
in different domains, like the word «inheritance» in programming vs. in
a legal setting. Another issue is that some domains lack a common, well-
defined vocabulary and sharing standards.

An example of a modular ontology is the layered security ontology
CRATELO [8] which is a combination of three sub-ontologies. The top-level
ontology DOLCE-SPRAY is a simplified version of DOLCE (Descriptive
Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering), which was developed
for the Semantic Web, and contains categories like Agent, Object, Action
and Task. The middle-level ontology SECCO (Security Core Ontology)
defines domain-specific concepts like Attacker, Defender, Asset and Threat.
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Figure 2: Cratelo Structure [8]

Finally, OSCO (Ontologies of Secure Cyber Operations) describes the
domain of cyberspace operations and contains categories like Defensive_-
Cyber_Operation, Offensive_Cyber_Operation, Cyber_Asset and Cyber_-
Threat. The ontologies are combined by mapping concepts in different
ontologies to each other. Figure 2 illustrates how the three ontologies are
combined to form CRATELO. Like CRATELO, other modular ontologies
often have an upper ontology with general concepts, a mid-level ontology
with more refined concepts and a domain ontology which defines core
domain-specific concepts.

2.2 Why are ontologies useful?

Ontologies have the advantage of providing professionals in a field with
a common language and definitions. Software agents committing to the
same ontology have a shared vocabulary which is used consistently [9],
which facilitates the exchange of knowledge between them. Ontologies
can be used in information systems for database components, user interface
components and application components [10], and they can be combined
with inference engines to yield reasoning abilities. Ontologies can also
be used to map or combine data from various sources and in different
formats by modelling the relationships between the formats. In this way,
data from various sources can be integrated without complete translation
of all data into a common format, and the ontology can be used as a bridge
between heterogeneous software systems. Ontologies also facilitate reuse
of knowledge, like when using already established top-level ontologies
for common, domain-independent concepts in a domain ontology. Reuse
can also be useful when making domain-specific applications, as the
underlying model might be the same even if the applications have different
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purposes and use different data.

2.3 Description logics

How knowledge is represented plays an important role in semantic tech-
nologies, because it determines how well algorithms can be used to con-
nect the various bits of information and provide reasoning abilities. To
provide a shared understanding, the semantics of an ontology language
must be formally specified [11]. Many ontology languages are based on
Description Logics (DL), a family of knowledge representation languages
that contain a subset of First Order Logic (FOL). FOL is the most expressive
knowledge representation formalism, but can be used to formulate unsolv-
able problems which is impractical for computer implementations. DLs are
developed with computational complexity control in mind, and there are
efficient algorithms for reasoning with them.

Some DLs use the terms TBox, ABox, and RBox to distinguish
between different types of statements. TBox statements represent domain
knowledge - statements about classes, but not individual instances. For
example statements stating that two classes are equal, or that one class
is a subclass of another. ABox statements represent knowledge about
individuals, e.g. "’Jane’ is a member of the class ’Person’". RBox statements
are statements about properties, e.g. that one property is a subproperty of
another.

2.4 Reasoning and rules

Reasoning is applying logic to make sense of information. Reaching
a conclusion based on premises, i.e. learning new facts from existing
ones, is a type of reasoning called inference. A useful application of
ontologies is that they can be combined with inference engines to derive
new, implicit knowledge from existing explicit information. This is done
through the application of inference rules, which are rules in the general
format IF-THEN. An inference rule could be something like «if a person
is a Norwegian citizen and their national identification number has an
even third last number, then the person is a woman, or if their national
identification number has an odd third last number, the person is a man».
If the ontology contains an instance of a person with a Norwegian national
identification number ending in 432 but without a known gender, then the
inference engine will be able to infer that the person is a woman, and this
fact can be added to the ontology.

Rules can also be written as description logic axioms, but implementing
them as such in an ontology could lower the decidability due to e.g. cyclic
dependencies between relationships [3, Chapter 6]. There are separate
languages for formulating rules, like the Semantic Web Rule Language
(SWRL).
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Inference is the process of checking if a fact is a logical consequence
of the knowledge already contained in the ontology, and is typically done
either through forward or backward chaining [12]. With forward chaining
facts (X) are established first and «IF X – THEN Y» rules are used to
infer new information (Y). With backward chaining the engine starts with
the goal (Y) and looks for facts that verify that goal. Inference engines
for automated reasoning need to be efficient. An ontology can contain a
huge number of axioms, and reasoning with all of them can be too time-
consuming or complex for an inference engine to work efficiently. With a
large ontology, forward chaining might be inefficient because it can lead
to a huge number of new facts being inferred, which requires a lot of
computations and storage space.

There are seven typical types of inference [3, Chapter 5]:

• Subsumption: Checking if a class is a subclass of another class.
• Class equivalence: Checking if two classes are equivalent.
• Class disjointness: Checking if two classes are disjoint.
• Global consistency: Checking if the ontology is consistent.
• Class consistency: Checking if a class is consistent. If a logical

consequence of the ontology is that a class has to be empty, then the
class is inconsistent.

• Instance checking: Checking if an individual belongs to a class.
• Instance retrieval: Finding all individuals that belong to a class.

2.5 Ontology Engineering

Ontology engineering is concerned with methodologies for the design and
implementation of ontologies. When creating an ontology there are many
factors to take into account. The creator must have detailed knowledge
about the domain, and for an ontology to be useful it is important that
the definition of terms is agreed upon by all agents, either people or
software. There is usually a trade-off between usability and reusability, as
general domain ontologies are more reusable, but are not specific enough
for application use, and application ontologies are more usable, but too
application-specific to be reusable [13].

Several methods for creating ontologies have been proposed [6], like the
DOGMA approach, which «is aimed to guide ontology builders towards
building ontologies that are both highly reusable and usable, easier to
build and to maintain» [13]. The creators try to bridge the gap between
usability and reusability through separating domain and application
axiomatizations. Some methods suggest formulating requirements in
the form of competency questions that the ontology should be able to
answer. There are also many ontology languages to choose from, which
vary in expressiveness and reasoning capabilities. Some implementation
languages do not allow the same term to describe different concepts, so it is
important to choose the correct terms and describe them properly. Editors
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ease the work of creating an ontology, and there are several tools available
to use when building ontologies.

2.5.1 Design

In the 1993 paper «Toward Principles for the Design of Ontologies Used
for Knowledge Sharing» [9], Stanford University researcher Tom Gruber
identifies five design criteria for formal ontologies: clarity, coherence, ex-
tendibility, minimal encoding bias, and minimal ontological commitment.
Regarding clarity he states that definitions should be as objective, formal
and complete as possible, preferably stated in logical axioms. Coherence is
accomplished through logical consistency and also applies to informal de-
scriptions given in the documentation. It should be possible to extend an
ontology by adding new terms without changing the existing vocabulary.
Minimal encoding bias means the ontology should not be crafted to fit a
specific implementation language, such that knowledge sharing is possi-
ble over different representation systems and styles. Minimal ontological
commitment allows users to tailor the ontology to their specific needs.

Reuse is a good way to efficiently build an ontology, by using existing
upper ontologies for general concepts and extending them with domain-
specific ontologies, and also using ontologies for other domains for relevant
concepts that are not particular for the domain in question. There are
several publicly available top-level ontologies which are often used as
a basis for other ontologies as modeling those concepts require specific
competence which might be far outside the domain of the creator.

To facilitate ontology reuse the use of Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs)
has been proposed. Assuming that there are classes of problems that can
be solved by the same solutions, an ODP is «a reusable successful solution
to a recurrent modeling problem» [14]. ODPs are grouped into six different
families: structural patterns that solve problems of expressiveness and
ontology shape, correspondence patterns that aid in model transformation
or mapping between different ontologies, content patterns for small
ontologies that are used as basic building blocks, reasoning patterns to
help obtain reasoning results for specific problems, like classification or
inheritance, presentation patterns to make ontologies more readable and
understandable, and lexico-syntactic patterns which concern linguistic
structures [15].

2.5.2 Languages

The usefulness of an ontology depends on the possibilities of its implemen-
tation language, in particular how well-suited it is for use with an inference
engine. There is usually a trade-off between expressiveness and inference
capabilities, that is, between what can be stated and what can be inferred
from existing knowledge [16]. There are many languages for formulating
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Figure 3: The semantic web stack.

ontologies. The languages can be frame-based, or based on first-order logic
or description logics. Commonly used are RDF(S) and OWL, which are part
of the W3C standards. OWL is relatively recent, and is influenced by the
earlier DAML+OIL, which is a combination of the DARPA Markup Lan-
guage and the Ontology Interchange Language, and is also for use with
RDF(S). The Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) is based on first-order
logics and is meant for knowledge interchange between programs. It was
later developed into Common Logic (CL), «a first-order logic framework in-
tended for information exchange and transmission», which is an ISO stan-
dard [17].

2.6 The Semantic Web

Today, most of the information on the Web is human-readable only.
Because of the heterogeneity and scale of information that exists on
the Web, semantic technologies might be the best way to utilize this
information to its fullest potential through making it understandable for
computers [18]. The Semantic Web is a term first coined by Tim Berners-
Lee, the inventor of the World Wide Web, and is what he envisions the
Web could evolve into. The aim is to make Web resources machine
understandable, to aid applications so that they can use information from
different Web locations.

Berners-Lee stated that «The Semantic Web will bring structure to the
meaningful content of Web pages, creating an environment where software
agents roaming from page to page can readily carry out sophisticated
tasks for users» [19]. The Semantic Web standards are defined by the
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World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). W3C aims to link the data on
the web «to enable computers to do more useful work and to develop
systems that can support trusted interactions over the network» [20].
Here, ontologies play an important part in how meaning is extracted
from information on the Web. One of the core ideas behind the Semantic
Web is that all concepts should have a Unique Resource Identifier (URI).
URLs are a type of URI. DBPedia [21] is an online knowledge base
based mostly on Wikipedia information boxes, that describes more than
4 million different entities, which can all be referred to by a URL
starting with «dbpedia.org», like «http://dbpedia.org/page/Norway» or
«http://dbpedia.org/page/J._R._R._Tolkien».

Even though most of the Web today is quite far from the envisioned
Semantic Web, its standards are used in many semantic applications.
Figure 31 shows the W3C Semantic Web Stack. XML is the format used
for exchanging data. Facts can be represented as triples in the Resource
Description Framework (RDF), on the form <subject, predicate, object>.
For example, the triple <dbp:Norway rdf:type dbp:Country> uses DBPedia
resources to state that Norway is an instance of the class Country. RDF
forms a graph with subjects and objects as nodes and predicates as edges.
Information is linked on the web by using URIs as the subjects and objects
of RDF triples. All different concepts should have one unique URI each,
and all data related to the same concept should link back to the same
URI, making it easy to retrieve any information about a specific concept.
SPARQL is a query language specifically made for the Semantic Web. It
can be used together with DBPedia to ask Wikipedia for information like
«Give me all cities in New Jersey with more than 10,000 inhabitants» [21].

RDFS (RDF Schema) and OWL (Web Ontology Language) are ontology
languages which are built on RDF. OWL is a widely used language for
formulating ontologies. In OWL constraints on classes and relationships
can be added to the ontology which makes it appropriate for creating
an ontology with good reasoning capabilities. Several publicly available
ontologies are made for use on the Semantic Web, e.g. the Global
Automotive Ontology (GAO) for describing cars and the FOAF (friend of a
friend) ontology for describing social networks.

2.6.1 OWL

OWL comes in three variants: Lite, DL and Full, which have different lev-
els of expressiveness (Lite having least and Full having most). OWL DL is
designed to have maximum expressiveness while also being computation-
ally complete, decidable and efficient. Some drawbacks to OWL is that its
expressiveness makes it inefficient and it is difficult to understand and use
[22]. OWL Full is not supported by many tools, whereas DL and Lite are
widely supported [3, Chapter 4]. The current version of OWL is OWL 2.

1https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Semantic_Web_Stack.png
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Type Construct
RDF Schema Features Class (Thing, Nothing), rdfs:subClassOf ,

rdf:Property, rdfs:subPropertyOf, rdfs:domain,
rdfs:range, Individual

(In)Equality equivalentClass, equivalentProperty, sameAs,
differentFrom, AllDifferent, distinctMembers

Property Characteris-
tics

ObjectProperty, DatatypeProperty, inverseOf ,
TransitiveProperty, SymmetricProperty, Func-
tionalProperty, InverseFunctionalProperty

Property Restrictions Restriction, onProperty, allValuesFrom,
someValuesFrom

Restricted Cardinality minCardinality, maxCardinality, cardinality
Header Information Ontology, imports
Class Intersection intersectionOf
Datatypes xsd datatypes
Versioning versionInfo, priorVersion, backwardCompati-

bleWith, incompatibleWith, DeprecatedClass,
DeprecatedProperty

Annotation Properties rdfs:label, rdfs:comment, rdfs:seeAlso,
rdfs:isDefinedBy, AnnotationProperty, On-
tologyProperty

Class Axioms oneOf, dataRange, disjointWith, equivalent-
Class (applied to class expressions)
rdfs:subClassOf (applied to class expressions)

Boolean Combinations
of Class Expressions

unionOf, complementOf, intersectionOf

Arbitrary Cardinality minCardinality, maxCardinality, cardinality
Filler Information hasValue

Table 1: Language constructs in OWL DL

The formal semantics of OWL, OWL DL, is a decidable subset of first-
order predicate logic. OWL language constructs are shown in table 1.

OWL has two predefined classes, i.e. two instances of owl:Class. They
are owl:Thing and owl:Nothing. Any class or individual will be an instance
of owl:Thing, and any class will have owl:Nothing, which contains no
instances, as a subclass. owl:Class is a subclass of rdfs:Class. Classes can be
related to each other with the property rdfs:subClassOf, which is transitive
- if A is a subclass of B and B is a subclass of C, then A is a subclass of
C. Class disjointness or equivalence can be declared with owl:disjointWith
and owl:equivalentClass. owl:AllDisjointClasses can be used to declare
multiple classes disjoint. OWL allows multiple inheritance, meaning a class
may be a subclass of classes from several ‘branches’ in the class hierarchy,
as long as those classes are not disjoint.

A class and a property may have the same name, but two classes can
not share the same name. Two individuals can be declared the same
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with owl:sameAs. This relationship can also be inferred. This means that
OWL does not impose the Unique Name Assumption (UNA), meaning it
can not be inferred that two concepts or individuals are different because
their names are different. Closed classes can be used to specify that a
class can only contain certain individuals. It is also possible to explicitly
state that concepts or individuals are not the same, or to state that two
individuals do not have some relationship, i.e. that two people are not
related. Blank nodes can be used to indicate the existence of an individual
without identifying a particular instance.

In OWL, properties are either abstract or concrete. Abstract proper-
ties connects individuals to other individuals, whereas concrete properties
connect individuals with datatypes. These are called owl:ObjectProperty
and owl:DatatypeProperty, respectively. Properties can be related
through rdfs:subPropertyOf. Properties can be declared disjoint with
owl:propertyDisjointWith and owl:AllDisjointProperties. A property (p)
can be one or more the following:

• transitive: If p(A,B) and p(B,C), then p(A,C). For instance the
property "larger than".

• symmetric: If p(A,B), then p(B,A). For instance "has sibling".
• asymmetric: If p(A,B), then not p(B,A), like "has parent".
• reflexive: For every element A, p(A,A), like "equal to".
• irreflexive: For every element A, not p(A,A). This also holds for the

property "has parent".
• functional: For any element A, there is exactly one B, for which p(A,B)

holds.
• inversely functional: For any element B, there is exactly one A, for

which p(A,B) holds.

Cardinality can be declared with owl:cardinality, owl:minCardinality,
and owl:maxCardinality. In OWL DL it is not possible to use these
with transitive properties, their inverses, or superproperties. This can for
instance be used to specify that a person has exactly two parents, or that a
parent must have at least one child.

Most XML datatypes can be used in OWL, but are not required by the
OWL standard. This includes string, boolean, integer, and float. Exceptions
are some datatypes relating to date and time. Ontology-building tools
might only support some datatypes.

The logical class constructors owl:intersectionOf, owl:unionOf, and
owl:complementOf allow the combination of atomic classes to complex
classes in order to model more complex knowledge. In OWL DL it is not
allowed to use these for concrete properties.

OWL imposes the Open Word Assumption (OWA), where it is assumed
that any fact that is not modeled in the ontology is not known. This is
contrary to the Closed World Assumption (CWA), which assumes that any
fact not modeled is not true. With the OWA, any fact not explicitly modeled
or inferrable is unknown.
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owl:AnnotationProperty can be used to add human-readable informa-
tion to the ontology.

In OWL, reasoning is done through the use of tableaux algorithms,
which are nondeterministic algorithms that create a tableau of the facts in
the ontology and their logical consequences by applying expansion rules.
The algorithms are nondeterministic because the rules do not have to be
applied in a specific order. If a contradiction is found then the ontology
is unsatisfiable. A contradiction could be that an element is both part of a
class and its complement. The implementation of a tableaux algorithm may
impact how long it takes to find a contradiction, if there is one. Tableaux
algorithms are designed to terminate and thus be decidable.
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3 Cyber Threat Intelligence

3.1 What is cyber threat intelligence?

Cyber threat intelligence (CTI) can be described as collecting, analyzing
and acting upon information related to cyber security. As more of our
lives are dependent on technology, the number of cyber security incidents
is on the rise, and both information systems and cyber attacks are becoming
more complex in nature. CTI can be information about the time and place
of an attack, which type of malware is used, hash values, which platforms
are affected or vulnerable to an attack, indicators of compromise (IOCs) like
IP addresses, attack vectors like phishing emails and so on. Constructive
use of CTI is helpful both in detecting and preventing cyber attacks.

Threat intelligence comes in many forms, and might be formulated as
prose or in some standardized format. Sharing CTI can help organizations
improve their cyber defenses through collaboration, gaining a better
understanding of the threat landscape, and coordinating responses to new
threats to reduce their impact [23]. Some obstacles to efficient information
sharing are that organizations worry about helping their competition,
or find it hard to separate confidential data from non-confidential data,
concerns about becoming greater targets through retaliation, as well as
lacking standards for the format and sharing of CTI [24].

The UK National Cyber Security Centre divides threat intelligence into
four sub-types: strategic, tactical, operational and technical [25]. Strategic
threat intelligence concerns high-level concepts like risk and likelihood
and likely comes from high-level sources such as national organizations
and security industry professionals. Operational threat intelligence is
information about specific attacks, like the identity of an attacker, or when
an attack will take place. It can stem from knowledge about events that
might trigger attacks, or monitoring of online activity. Tactical threat
intelligence is information about the tactics, techniques and procedures
(TTPs) of threat actors, and can be gathered from reports, and through
forensics and malware analysis. Technical threat intelligence are details of
an attacker’s assets, and could be malware signatures, IP addresses and
domain names, or file and registry activity. It has a short lifespan and
varying degrees of usefulness, and due to the sheer amount it is hard to
analyze and extract the most useful information.

3.2 Threat actors

Threat actors, or adversaries, are people or groups who are responsible
for cyber security incidents. Motivations could be political, religious,
financial, personal etc. Their skills range from people with little technical
understanding using pre-made exploits easily found online, to advanced
professionals discovering and exploiting zero-day vulnerabilities.
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The Intel Threat Agent Library (TAL) proposed in 2007 defines 22
categories of threat agents based on the eight attributes intent, access,
outcome, limits, resources, skill level, objective, and visibility [26]. The
attributes and their proposed values make up a threat taxonomy, and
was later updated to include the attribute motivation [27]. Examples of
threat agents include civil activist, competitor, mobster, thief, government
spy, and terrorist. The threat taxonomy includes both intentional and
unintentional threats.

3.2.1 Advanced Persistent Threats

So-called Advanced Persistent Threats, or APTs, are groups or organiza-
tions that are often sponsored by nation states and thus may have access
to advanced technology, substantial funds, and other resources. Their cam-
paigns may be linked to political events occurring around the same time.
APTs may be associated with specific malware, targeted industries or areas,
and various IOCs found in logs. They may be known under several names,
or aliases. The term APT is sometimes used to refer to both threat actors
and the malware they use.

3.2.2 Attribution

Attributing an attack to a specific group is usually difficult, and attribution
can rarely be confirmed. Indicators may be reuse of malware or parts of
malware, but there is no guarantee that some other group did not get access
to the source code in some way, possibly through sharing or buying on the
black market. Language and encoding may also play an important part
in finding which country or region an APT comes from, and may aid in
attribution.

How is attribution helpful? It can aid in determining preventive
actions, likely targets, and enable prosecution. If a major corporation know
they are being targeted by a known threat actor they might be able to learn
about this threat actor’s methods and better defend themselves against
attacks. Some threat actors may be associated with specific malware,
IP addresses, domains, attack vectors, their tactics could be sabotaging,
i.e. through DDOS attacks, or theft of business secrets, financial data
etc. Knowing typical attack vectors for specific APTs may be helpful in
trying to match the techniques used in one or more attacks against the
same victim to one specific threat actor. A company that suffers financial
loss due to a cyber attack might want to take legal action to recover some
of the cost, which is a motivation for finding out who exactly is behind
an attack. Attribution is often thought of as hard due to the anonymous
and distributed nature of the internet. Much of the publicly available
information about cyber attack attribution is published by cyber security
firms that do incident response and attack forensics.
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3.3 Models used in cyber threat intelligence

There are several models in the cyber security domain that are used to
describe CTI and its usage. This section describes four models that are
relevant for categorizing and analyzing CTI:

• The Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis describes the key compo-
nents of an intrusion event.

• The Cyber Kill Chain is a model that describes the phases an
adversary goes through during an attack.

• The Detection Maturity Level (DML) model is used to describe the
efficiency of cyber defenders based on what type of information that
they use to detect attacks.

• The Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) model is a non-hierarchical
model using the levels of the DML model in addition to other
concepts, which can be used to characterize threat intelligence.

3.3.1 The Diamond Model

The Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis was proposed in 2013, and
has since become a much used model in cyber security [28]. It explains
how analysts evaluate and understand malicious activity, and defines a
formal method for conducting intrusion analysis. In this method "the
event" - a composition of adversary, infrastructure, capability, and victim
- is considered the basic atomic element of intrusion activity. The four
features and their relationships form a diamond as illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The diamond model. Adversary, Infrastructure, Capability and Victim
are the core features of an intrusion event. Also listed are meta-features that also
play an important role in instrusion analysis [28].

An event happens when an adversary employs a capability over some
infrastructure against a victim. An attack will typically consist of several
events performed in succession. Such events make up an activity thread.
By identifying activity threads, events can be correlated across threads to
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identify adversary campaigns, and grouped into activity groups of similar
events. Activity groups can be used to automatically correlate events.

Meta-features are used to order events within an activity thread, group
similar events, and capture important knowledge. These features are time
stamp (start and end), phase, result, direction, methodology, and resources.
The core features and meta-features should be present in any event, which
makes the model useful for identifying knowledge gaps.

The diamond model is not an ontology, but the authors propose it as
a foundation to build an ontology upon, which is also suggested in [29].
Each event feature in the model has an associated, undefined confidence
value, that may be chosen to fit a particular implementation.

3.3.2 Cyber Kill Chain

After the introduction of the threat class APT, researchers at the Lockheed
Martin Corporation saw the need for a model to describe the phases of an
intrusion in order to appropriately respond to and prevent such intrusions.
In information security, risk can be considered a function of the probability
that a threat will exploit a vulnerability, and the impact this will have on
an organization. Lockheed Martin’s claim was that much effort has been
made into minimizing the vulnerability component of risk, and not as
much into minimizing the threat component. They developed the Cyber
Kill Chain to be part of intelligence-driven computer network defense, in
which the threat component of risk is addressed [30]. The kill chain models
an intrusion as consisting of the following seven phases:

1. Reconnaissance - Identifying the target and conducting research on
the target.

2. Weaponization - Creating a payload consisting of a remote access
trojan (RAT) together with an exploit.

3. Delivery - Delivering the payload to the victim, typically through
email, websites or USB.

4. Exploitation - Running attacker code on the victim’s computer,
commonly through exploitation of a software or operating system
vulnerability,

5. Installation - Installing the RAT or backdoor on the victim’s system to
gain persistence.

6. C2 - Establishing a channel for command and control (C2).
7. Actions on objectives - Utilizing the access to the victim’s system to

accomplish some goal. Could be data exfiltration, lateral movement,
data manipulation etc.

The process of intrusion is referred to as a chain because failure in
any one phase would interrupt the entire process. Each phase may be
detected or mitigated through different means, like for instance awareness
training, firewalls, NIDS/NIPS, HIDS/HIPS, audit logs, or a combination
of different technologies.
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When a defender discovers an adversary in a late phase like C2, they
know that detection and mitigation of the previous phases are missing or
have failed, and they can implement appropriate measures for these phases
based on their intelligence on the intrusion. As attackers are likely to be
economical and re-use methods and utilities, this forces them to invent new
ways of getting past the mitigations they were previously able to bypass,
and thus adds to their cost, effort and time of conducting an attack. By
collecting data on attacks, defenders can push detection and mitigation to
the earlier phases of the chain.

3.3.3 The DML model

Figure 5: The Detection Maturity Level model [31]

Threat intelligence can, among other things, give insight to an attacker’s
identity, goals, methods or tools. Security professional and blogger Ryan
Stillions proposed the Detection Maturity Level (DML) model in a 2014
blog post [31]. The DML model consists of 9 levels of maturity in intel-
driven detection of cyber attacks, as shown in Figure 5. The higher the
level, the better one can apply threat intelligence to detect attacks. Lower
levels are technically specific, whereas higher levels are more abstract.

Much threat intelligence consists of Indicators of Compromise (IOCs).
An organization that mainly operates on DML level 1 – Atomic IOCs
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– is one that primarily detects attacks based on these. IOCs make up
vast amounts of data of which little is actually useful, and detecting
them does not give any insight into who an attacker might be. On
the other end, operating at higher levels means having insights into an
attackers strategies, goals and intentions, which requires knowledge most
organizations probably do not have. Many organizations operate at level
1-3 and could have more success in preventing and detecting attacks
efficiently by making efforts to operate at a higher level. A disadvantage of
detecting on lower levels is that attackers may easily implement changes to
their attacks to avoid detection.

By using threat intelligence efficiently it can be possible to connect the
available information on lower levels to make conclusions about threats on
higher levels. Automated analysis would increase efficiency. It would also
be useful to connect information on lower levels with relevant information
on higher levels. Unfortunately, threat intelligence on higher levels rarely
comes in a machine-readable format. Thus, automating the collection
and analysis of this information requires either using machine learning
algorithms to extract information from unstructured text, or using standard
formats when storing and sharing this data.

The highest levels, DML-8 Goals and DML-7 Strategy, are subjective
in nature and it would be quite hard to detect attacks solely based on
intelligence about an adversary’s goals and strategy. This information
also is not readily consumed by technological solutions, but semantic
technologies could be used for this.

The following three levels are DML-6 Tactics, DML-5 Techniques
and DML-4 Procedures. In another blog post, Stillions describes what
tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) are, and what distinguishes
them [32]. Tactics are considered more subjective and less technical
than techniques, which are more subjective and less technical than
procedures. Tactics can be described as what an adversary is doing,
while techniques are the specific ways that individuals do something. A
procedure is how something is done - the tasks that are performed and
the order in which they are performed. Both techniques and procedures
relate to how something is done, but techniques are non-prescriptive
whereas procedures are prescriptive. As many attackers repeat the same
steps during attacks, and correlation and analytics technology improves,
detecting attacks based on procedures could be a step up for many
organizations.

Detecting on DML-3 Tools means detecting attacks based on the tools
used, this includes detecting the transfer, presence, and functionality of the
tool. Going from level 3 to higher levels means going from detecting based
on tools alone to detecting based on adversary behaviour.

Host & Network Artifacts are indicators observed during or after an
attack, and Atomic Indicators are the particles that make up such artifacts.
This could be IP addresses, domain names, or cryptographic hashes. The
shelf life is considered short, and the large amount of such indicators means
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that operating on DML-2 or DML-1 requires a lot of resources to collect and
process information that is not likely to yield much value in return.

In addition to being a useful tool for assessing an organization’s
maturity in detecting cyber attacks, the DML model is also helpful in
evaluating threat intelligence. The levels can be used to categorize security
incident information in terms of what information it provides on an
attacker. It has also been proposed to add an additional level, DML-9
Identity, on top of the DML model [33]. Being able to connect different
attacks to the same threat actor may help to provide a better understanding
of which adversarial behaviour to expect.

3.3.4 The Cyber Threat Intelligence Model

Figure 6: The CTI model [2]

The Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) model, which is illustrated in
Figure 6, identifies the types of information that are necessary for advanced
threat intelligence and attack attribution, and distinguishes between the
information needed for detection and prevention of attacks [2]. It also
provides a framework for the categorization of CTI. It contains the levels
of the DML model, but is not hierarchical like the DML model. Tactics,
techniques and procedures can be accomplished with the use of attack
patterns, malware and infrastructure used to target vulnerabilities, and are
mitigated by courses of action.
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3.4 Taxonomies

The MITRE corporation is an American non-profit organization which
manages several federally funded research and development centers
(FFRDCs), that among other things do research on cyber security. It has
made substantial efforts into creating and maintaining knowledge bases
relevant to cyber security, of which several have been widely adopted
by the cyber security community and others. An example is Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE), which is a standard for categorizing
software vulnerabilities.

Two MITRE taxonomies which describe threat actor behaviour are
given in "Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification"
(CAPEC) and "Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge"
(ATT&CK). CAPEC describes behaviour with emphasis on software ex-
ploitation, and with a focus on securing software, whereas ATT&CK de-
scribes behaviour in relation to adversaries, with a focus on securing net-
works. The attack patterns in CAPEC might be used as part of techniques
in ATT&CK [34]. Both models aim to describe concepts from an attacker’s
perspective.

3.4.1 Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC)

An attack pattern is a description of a common software exploitation
method, like SQL injection, phishing or cache poisoning. Attack patterns
are inspired by design patterns, which help solve common problems in
software development by describing general solutions to these problems.
Attack patterns instead describe common ways of attacking software in
a general way. They provide insight into an attacker’s perspective and
approaches used to exploit software, and also provide information about
how to mitigate attacks.

CAPEC is a publicly available and comprehensive catalog of attack
patterns. The aim of CAPEC is to aid in the development of secure
software through structuring knowledge that can be used to identify
security requirements, aid in risk assessments, provide context for testing
and more [35].

CAPEC currently contains 519 attack patterns. There are three types of
attack patterns: Standard, Detailed and Meta. A standard attack pattern is
a single methodology or technique used in an attack, like Eavesdropping
or Cross Frame Scripting. A detailed attack pattern is more specific
than a standard attack pattern, and typically targets a specific technology.
Examples are Install New Service, Modify Shared File, and BGP Route
Disabling. Meta attack patterns are higher-level abstractions, and standard
or detailed attack patterns are specific instances of meta attack patterns.
For instance the standard attack patterns Calling Micro-Services Directly
and Evercookie, and the detailed attack pattern Transparent Proxy Abuse,
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are all instances of the meta attack pattern Functionality Bypass.

Attack patterns have the following properties:

• ID - Unique identifier on the form CAPEC-####.
• Name - Short descriptive name.
• Abstraction - Either standard, detailed or meta
• Status - The current status of the object, either draft, stable, or usable.
• Description - Detailed description of attack pattern.
• Likelihood of attack - Typical likelihood that this type of attack will be

successful on a scale of [Very Low, Low Medium, High, Very High].
• Typical severity - Typical severity of impact in case of a successful

attack given as a value on the scale [Very Low, Low, Medium, High,
Very high].

• Relationships - Relationships to other attack patterns. Difference
in abstraction is shown through ChildOf, ParentOf, and MemberOf
relationships. Similarity is shown with CanFollow, PeerOf, and
CanAlsoBe relationships.

• Execution flow - Description of the steps taken in the three phases
Explore, Experiment, and Exploit.

• Prerequisites - Conditions that must be present for the attack to be
successful.

• Skills required - A rough estimate (Low, Medium, High) with
contextual detail.

• Resources required - A resource that is necessary in the attack.
• Consequences - Desired consequences of an attack, and the corre-

sponding security objectives. Security objectives are [’Other’, ’Ac-
cess_Control’, ’Accountability’, ’Non-Repudiation’, ’Authentication’,
’Authorization’, ’Integrity’, ’Availability’, ’Confidentiality’].

• Mitigations - Actions that may prevent or lower the risk of this type
of attack.

• Example instances - Usage examples
• Related weaknesses - References to relevant CWEs.
• Taxonomy mappings - Mappings to other taxonomies like ATT&CK

or Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE)

Table 2 shows the attack pattern "Hijacking a privileged process", which
has a relationship of type ChildOf with another attack pattern Privilege
Escalation. Privilege Escalation is of type M, meaning it is a meta attack
pattern. Hence, hijacking a privilege process is a specific method of
privilege escalation. The table contains references to two enumerated
weaknesses (CWEs) that must be present for this attack to be successful.
The severity of impact of a successful attack on the software is rated as
Medium.
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Name Hijacking a privileged process
Description An attacker gains control of a process that is as-

signed elevated privileges in order to execute ar-
bitrary code with those privileges. Some pro-
cesses are assigned elevated privileges on an op-
erating system, usually through association with
a particular user, group, or role. If an attacker can
hijack this process, they will be able to assume
its level of privilege in order to execute their
own code. Processes can be hijacked through
improper handling of user input (for example, a
buffer overflow or certain types of injection at-
tacks) or by utilizing system utilities that support
process control that have been inadequately se-
cured.

Typical severity Medium

Relationships
Nature Type ID Name
ChildOf M 233 Privilege Escalation

Prerequisites The targeted process or operating system must
contain a bug that allows attackers to hijack the
targeted process.

Resources re-
quired

None: No specialized resources are required to
execute this type of attack.

Related weak-
nesses

CWE-ID Weakness Name
732 Incorrect Permission Assignment

for Critical Resource
648 Incorrect Use of Privileged APIs

Table 2: CAPEC-234: Hijacking a privileged process [36].
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3.4.2 Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge (ATT&CK)

ATT&CK is a knowledge base and model of adversaries’ tactics and
techniques, as well as information about known techniques used by named
APTs. As with CAPEC, it aims to describe these from an attacker’s
perspective. Techniques are the foundation of the model, they are the
actions that adversaries perform to accomplish goals, which translate
into the model’s tactics. The aim of ATT&CK is to categorize adversary
behaviour to help improve post-compromise detection of APTs [37].

In [37] the authors name 6 use cases for ATT&CK:

• Adversary emulation
• Red teaming
• Behavioural analytics development
• Defensive gap assessment
• SOC maturity assessment
• Cyber Threat Intelligence enrichment

Originally the ATT&CK model was focused on Windows, but it has
since been expanded to include Linux and Mac as well. This primary model
is called ATT&CK for Enterprise. In addition, there is PRE-ATT&CK,
which is focused on "left of exploit" behaviour like the acquisition and
deployment of infrastructure necessary for an attack, and ATT&CK for
Mobile, which focuses on adversary behaviour in the mobile domain.
ATT&CK for Enterprise contains 219 techniques that are all part of one or
more of the following 11 tactics:

• Initial Access
• Execution
• Persistence
• Privilege Escalation
• Defense Evasion
• Credential Access
• Discovery
• Lateral Movement
• Collection
• Exfiltration
• Command and Control

ATT&CK for Mobile contains two additional tactics, for which access to
the mobile device is not required:

• Network Effects
• Remote Service Effects

PRE-ATT&CK contains 15 tactics for pre-compromise activities. These
may happen outside the targeted enterprise’s perimeter, which makes them
harder to detect [38]. The tactics of PRE-ATT&CK are:
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• Priority Definition Planning
• Priority Definition Direction
• Target Selection
• Technical Information Gathering
• People Information Gathering
• Organizational Information Gathering
• Technical Weakness Identification
• People Weakness Identification
• Organizational Weakness Identification
• Adversary OpSec
• Establish & Maintain Infrastructure
• Persona Development
• Build Capabilities
• Test Capabilities
• Stage Capabilities

MITRE has developed a seven-stage Cyber Attack Lifecycle 2 based
on the Cyber Kill Chain. The first four stages are the same in both
models, but the last three in the Cyber Kill Chain - Installation, C2,
Actions on objectives - are replaced with Control, Execute, and Maintain
in the Cyber Attack Lifecycle. Figure 7 shows which of the phases in
the Cyber Attack Lifecycle the tactics of PRE-ATT&CK and Enterprise
ATT&CK are associated with. The tactics of PRE-ATT&CK are used in the
reconnaissance and weaponization phases.

Figure 7: Where PRE-ATT&CK and Enterprise ATT&CK belong in the Cyber
Attack Lifecycle [38]

In ATT&CK there are three object types: the technique object, the
group object, and the software object. Tactics are not represented as
separate objects, but as tags in the other object types. Figure 8 shows the
relationships within the ATT&CK model.

Techniques are distinguished by their objective, actions, use, require-
ments, detection and mitigation. The same technique may be part of mul-
tiple tactics, for instance Scripting is part of both Defense Evasion and Ex-
ecution. The technique object model is shown in table 3. A property (Data
Item) has the type "field", "tag", or "relationship", or a combination of these.
A field is free text, a tag is a value from a set of possible values, and a re-
lationship is a reference to another object. Properties that are given as tags
and relationships are useful for automated analysis like reasoning, and for

2https://www.mitre.org/capabilities/cybersecurity/threat-based-defense
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Figure 8: ATT&CK model relationships (left) and example (right) [37]

connecting related concepts. Free text properties give more context to a
human reader, but are not as readily analyzed by a computer.

The Software and Group object models are shown in Tables 4 and
5. Both object types may contains information about aliases, as well as
references to the ATT&CK techniques that a group or a software employs.
Software objects may contain information about groups they are associated
with, and vice versa. Software objects are divided into three types:
malware, tool, and utility.
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Data Item Type Description
Name* Field The name of the technique
ID* Tag Unique identifier for the technique within the knowl-

edge base. Format: T####.
Tactic* Tag The tactic objectives that the technique can be used to

accomplish. Techniques can be used to perform one or
multiple tactics.

Description* Field Information about the technique, what it is, what
it’s typically used for, how an adversary can take
advantage of it, and variations on how it could be used.

Platform* Tag The system an adversary is operating within; could be
an operating system or application (e.g. Microsoft Win-
dows). Techniques can apply to multiple platforms.

System Re-
quirements

Field Additional information on requirements the adversary
needs to meet or about the state of the system (software,
patch level, etc.) that may be required for the technique
to work.

Permissions
Required*

Tag The lowest level of permissions the adversary is re-
quired to be operating within to perform the technique
on a system. *Required for privilege escalation.

Effective
Permis-
sions*

Tag The level of permissions the adversary will attain by
performing the technique.

Data Source* Tag Source of information collected by a sensor or logging
system that may be used to collect information relevant
to identifying the action being performed, sequence of
actions, or the results of those actions by an adversary.

Supports
Remote

Tag If the technique can be used to execute something on a
remote system. Applies to execution techniques only.

Defense By-
passed*

Tag If the technique can be used to bypass or evade a
particular defensive tool, methodology, or process.
Applies to defense evasion techniques only. *Required
for defense evasion.

CAPEC ID Field Hyperlink to related CAPEC entry on the CAPEC site.
Contributor Tag List of non-MITRE contributors (individual and/or

organization).
Examples Relation-

ship /
Field

Example fields are populated on a technique page
when a group or software entity is associated to a
technique through documented use.

Detection* Field High level analytic process, sensors, data, and detec-
tion strategies that can be useful to identify a technique
has been used by an adversary.

Mitigation* Field Configurations, tools, or processes that prevent a
technique from working or having the desired outcome
for an adversary.

Table 3: ATT&CK Technique Object Model [37]. Data items marked with * are
mandatory. Some descriptions have been shortened.
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Data Item Type Description
Name* Field The name of the software.
ID* Tag Unique identifier for the software within the

knowledge base. Format: S####.
Aliases Tag Alternative names that refer to the same soft-

ware in threat intelligence reporting
Type* Tag Type of software: malware, tool, utility.
Platform* Tag Platform the software can be used on. E.g.,

Windows.
Description* Field A description of the software based on techni-

cal references or public threat reporting. It may
contain ties to groups known to use the soft-
ware or other technical details with appropriate
references.

Alias De-
scriptions

Field Section that can be used to describe the soft-
ware’s aliases with references to the report used
to tie the alias to the group name.

Techniques
Used*

Relation-
ship /
Field

List of techniques that are implemented by the
software with a field to describe details on how
the technique is implemented or used. Each
technique should include a reference.

Groups Relation-
ship /
Field

List of groups that the software has been re-
ported to be used by with a field to describe
details on how the software is used. This infor-
mation is populated from the associated group
entry.

Table 4: ATT&CK Software Object Model [37]. Data items marked with * are
mandatory.
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Data Item Type Description
Name* Field The name of the adversary group
ID* Tag Unique identifier for the group within the

knowledge base. Format: G####.
Aliases Tag Alternative names that refer to the same adver-

sary group in threat intelligence reporting.
Description* Field A description of the group based on public

threat reporting. It may contain dates of ac-
tivity, suspected attribution details, targeted in-
dustries, and notable events that are attributed
to the group’s activities.

Alias De-
scriptions

Field Section that can be used to describe a groups’
aliases with references to the report used to tie
the alias to the group name.

Techniques
Used*

Relation-
ship /
Field

List of techniques that are used by the group
with a field to describe details on how the
technique is used. This represents the group’s
procedure (in the context of TTPs) for using
a technique. Each technique should include a
reference.

Software Relation-
ship /
Field

List of software that the group has been re-
ported to use with a field to describe details on
how the software is used.

Table 5: ATT&CK Group Object Model [37]. Data items marked with * are
mandatory.

3.4.3 ATT&CK and CAPEC Comparison

ATT&CK is the taxonomy that is most relevant for expressing information
about a threat actor in the ontology, as it focuses on threat actors and has
an object type meant specifically for threat actor groups. But CAPEC is
still useful as a part of the ontology because of the connection between
the two taxonomies. Many threat actors use methods and techniques that
are described in CAPEC attack patters, and the patterns thus are useful in
understanding adversary behaviour. The taxonomies also contain cross-
references between each other [34].

Both CAPEC and ATT&CK can be found on Github expressed in STIX
2.0 3.

3.5 Sharing threat intelligence

By sharing threat intelligence, organizations can aid each other in protect-
ing their assets from attacks. In the threat intelligence community there

3https://github.com/mitre/cti/
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are several formats for sharing information, like OpenIOC, Incident Object
Description Exchange Format (IODEF) and Structured Threat Information
Expression (STIX). Information can be shared over sharing platforms. The
notion of a threat intelligence sharing platform is relatively new [39], and
the Cyber Security Data Exchange and Collaboration Infrastructure (CDXI)
was proposed by the NATO Communications and Information Agency
with the aim to facilitate information sharing, automation, and generation,
refinement and vetting of data. The creators identified several high-level
requirements for managing cyber security information, among them allow-
ing independent data models because of the lack of standards in the com-
munity, which could be achieved by using «independent topic ontologies»
for each data model to allow the correlation of data elements from different
models.

Today there are several threat intelligence sharing platforms on the
market. A 2016 study [1] evaluated 22 such platforms, and found that the
definition of threat intelligence varies between platforms, most platforms
focus primarily on sharing IOCs, and focus on collecting instead of analysis
of data. Another key finding in the study was that «STIX is the de-facto
standard for describing threat intelligence».

3.5.1 STIX 2

To facilitate the sharing of threat intelligence over different platforms
there is a need for a shared and clearly defined language to describe the
pieces of information that are being exchanged. With this in mind, the
MITRE corporation created the Structured Threat Information eXpression
(STIX), a language that "strives to be fully expressive, flexible, extensible,
automatable, and as human-readable as possible" [40]. It is a language for
modeling and representing CTI. Originally XML-based, version 1 utilised
the schema Cyber Observable eXpression (CybOX), which is a language for
describing information about cyber observables. A cyber observable is an
event or property, like the value of a registry key or the deletion of a file [41].
STIX 1 and CybOX were later merged into STIX 2, which is JSON-based.
STIX 2 is developed by the OASIS Cyber Threat Intelligence Technical
Committee. Trusted Automated Exchange of Intelligence Information
(TAXII) is a protocol for exchanging CTI represented in STIX over HTTPS
[42]. It supports three different threat sharing models: hub-and-spoke,
source-subscriber and peer-to-peer.

STIX is a graph-based model, where a piece of information is repre-
sented as an object with attributes, and information is linked through re-
lationships. STIX 2 defines twelve STIX Domain Objects (SDOs) and two
STIX Relationship Objects (SROs). These are listed in table 6. The relation-
ship object types are "targets", "uses", "indicates", "mitigates", "attributed-
to", "variant-of", and "impersonates", although it is also possible to define
custom relationships.

Similar STIX objects can be grouped together in categories [43]. The
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domain objects Malware, Attack Pattern, and Tool describe behaviours
and resources that can be seen in an attack, and fall under the category of
TTPs. Campaign, Intrusion Set, and Threat Actor can all be used to describe
information about adversaries.

In addition to the SDOs and SROs, there is a marking definition
object that is used to specify data markings, which are restrictions and
permissions for sharing of data. These can be applied to complete STIX
objects, or to specific properties of an object. There is also a bundle object,
which is not a STIX object, but a container for STIX objects and data
marking objects. Objects in the same bundle are not necessarily connected.

Some properties are common for all STIX 2 objects, and provide capa-
bilities like versioning, data marking, and extensibility. These properties
are type, id, created_by_ref, created, modified, revoked, external_ref-
erences, object_marking_refs, labels, and granular_markings. Objects
refer to each other by using the id property.

In addition, there are properties that vary with object types. For
instance, relationship objects must have the field relationship_type (with
a value like targets or mitigates), tool objects may have the field kill_-
chain_phases (a list of kill chain phases for which the tool can be used), and
threat actor objects have optional fields like aliases and goals.

Figure 9 shows an example of a STIX 2 threat actor object for the group
called Ugly Gorilla 4, based on information from the Mandiant report
"APT1: Exposing One of China’s Cyber Espionage Units". In addition to the
name and aliases properties, the object contains information about which
category of threat actor Ugly Gorilla is, which roles it has played in attacks,
their resource level, and motivation. The values in these fields are chosen
from open vocabularies.

4https://oasis-open.github.io/cti-documentation/examples/example_json/apt1.json
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Object Name Description
Domain
Object

Attack Pat-
tern

A type of Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures
(TTP) that describes ways threat actors attempt
to compromise targets.

Campaign A grouping of adversarial behaviors that de-
scribes a set of malicious activities or attacks
that occur over a period of time against a spe-
cific set of targets.

Course of
Action

An action taken to either prevent an attack or
respond to an attack.

Identity Individuals, organizations, or groups, as well
as classes of individuals, organizations, or
groups.

Indicator Contains a pattern that can be used to detect
suspicious or malicious cyber activity.

Intrusion
Set

A grouped set of adversarial behaviors and
resources with common properties believed to
be orchestrated by a single threat actor.

Malware A type of TTP, also known as malicious code
and malicious software, used to compromise
the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of a
victim’s data or system.

Observed
Data

Conveys information observed on a system or
network (e.g., an IP address).

Report Collections of threat intelligence focused on
one or more topics, such as a description of
a threat actor, malware, or attack technique,
including contextual details.

Threat Ac-
tor

Individuals, groups, or organizations believed
to be operating with malicious intent.

Tool Legitimate software that can be used by threat
actors to perform attacks.

Vulnerability A mistake in software that can be directly used
by a hacker to gain access to a system or
network.

Relationship
Object

Relationship Used to link two SDOs and to describe how
they are related to each other.

Sighting Denotes the belief that an element of CTI was
seen (e.g., indicator, malware).

Table 6: Overview of STIX 2 Domain Objects and Relationship Objects [44]
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{
type: "threat -actor",
id: "threat -actor --6d179234 -61fc -40c4-ae86 -3 d53308d8e65",
created: "2015 -05 -15 T09 :00:00.000Z",
modified: "2015 -05 -15 T09 :00:00.000Z",
object_marking_refs: [

"marking -definition --3444e29e -2aa6 -46f7-a01c -1 c174820fa67"
],
name: "Ugly Gorilla",

labels: [
"nation -state",
"spy"

],
roles: [

"malware -author",
"agent",
"infrastructure -operator"

],
resource_level: "government",
aliases: [

"Greenfield",
"JackWang",
"Wang Dong"

],
primary_motivation: "organizational -gain"

}

Figure 9: A STIX 2 object for representing the threat actor known as Ugly Gorilla.

3.5.2 Open vocabularies

For some properties of STIX objects, there are vocabularies defined that
provide a list of appropriate values for a property [45]. The vocabularies
are open, meaning that the value is not limited to be a value in the list, but
it is recommended. The open vocabularies contain common and industry-
accepted terms, and are provided for the following properties:

• Attack Motivation
• Attack Resource Level
• Hashing Algorithm Vocabulary
• Identity Class
• Indicator Label
• Industry Sector
• Malware Label
• Report Label
• Threat Actor Label
• Threat Actor Role
• Threat Actor Sophistication
• Tool Label
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3.5.3 CAPEC mapping to STIX 2

The CAPEC catalogue is represented as a set of attack-pattern, course-
of-action, identity, marking-definition, and relationship objects 5. The
CAPEC Attack Pattern corresponds to a STIX 2 attack-pattern. The CAPEC
attack pattern property Mitigations is represented as STIX 2 course-of-
action objects. STIX 2 relationship objects have "mitigates" as the value
of the relationship_type field, and relate course-of-action objects with
corresponding attack-pattern objects.

Figure 10 shows the STIX 2 attack-pattern object for the CAPEC attack
pattern "Counterfeit Websites" 6. The object has some custom properties
that contain the information found in the "Abstraction", "Prerequisites",
"Status", and "Typical severity" properties of CAPEC attack patterns.

3.5.4 ATT&CK mapping to STIX 2

The ATT&CK catalog is represented as a set of attack-pattern, course-
of-action, identity, intrusion-set, malware, marking-definition, relation-
ship, tool, x-mitre-matrix, and x-mitre-tactic objects. Table 7 shows how
ATT&CK concepts are mapped to existing STIX 2 concepts [46]. ATT&CK
properties that do not have a corresponding STIX 2 property are repre-
sented by custom properties.

Figure 11 shows the STIX attack-pattern object representing the
ATT&CK technique "Hidden Window" 7.

5https://github.com/mitre/cti/tree/master/capec
6https://github.com/mitre/cti/blob/master/capec/attack-pattern/attack-pattern–

a93d6fb4-e890-479a-8b25-ae93e8304cca.json
7https://github.com/mitre/cti/blob/master/enterprise-attack/attack-pattern/attack-

pattern–04ee0cb7-dac3-4c6c-9387-4c6aa096f4cf.json
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{
"type": "bundle",
"id": "bundle --b79a5126 -2e55 -47cc-bfd6 -a6a03aec284e",
"spec_version ": "2.0",
"objects ": [

{
"type": "attack -pattern",
"id": "attack -pattern --a93d6fb4 -e890 -479a-8b25 -

ae93e8304cca",
"created_by_ref ": "identity --31f421d4 -bb36 -4dbf -9dfc -

c116a91de14b",
"created ": "2014 -06 -23 T00 :00:00.000Z",
"modified ": "2018 -07 -31 T00 :00:00.000Z",
"name": "Counterfeit Websites",
"description ": "Adversary creates duplicates of

legitimate websites. When users visit a
counterfeit site , the site can gather information
or upload malware.",

"external_references ": [
{

"source_name ": "capec",
"url": "https :// capec.mitre.org/data/

definitions /543. html",
"external_id ": "CAPEC -543"

}
],
"object_marking_refs ": [

"marking -definition --b345b2a9 -b539 -4d88 -8a9a -1
ebcc9f77507"

],
"x_capec_abstraction ": "Detailed",
"x_capec_prerequisites ": [

"None"
],
"x_capec_status ": "Draft",
"x_capec_typical_severity ": "High"

}
]

}

Figure 10: The STIX 2 object representing the CAPEC attack pattern "Counterfeit
Websites"
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ATT&CK STIX
Object Property Object Property

Technique Attack-Pattern
name name

description description
tactic kill-chain-phases

Tactic Attack-Pattern Kill-Chain-Phase
Tool Kill-Chain-Phase

Malware Kill-Chain-Phase
Group Intrusion-Set

name name
aliases aliases

description description
Software Malware

name name
description description

Technique.Tactic kill-chain-phases
Tool

name name
description description

Technique.Tactic kill-chain-phases
Mitigation Course-of-Action

name name
description description

Table 7: ATT&CK mapping to STIX 2[46]
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{
"type": "bundle",
"id": "bundle --01cf66a4 -b1d2 -4e06 -913c-1 f639712c142",
"spec_version ": "2.0",
"objects ": [

{
"id": "attack -pattern --04ee0cb7 -dac3 -4c6c -9387 -4

c6aa096f4cf",
"created_by_ref ": "identity --c78cb6e5 -0c4b -4611 -8297 -

d1b8b55e40b5",
"name": "Hidden Window",
"description ": "The configurations for how

applications run on macOS and OS X are listed in
property list (plist) files. One of the tags in
these files can be <code >apple.awt.UIElement </code
>, which allows for Java applications to prevent
the application ’s icon from appearing in the Dock.
A common use for this is when applications run in
the system tray , but don ’t also want to show up

in the Dock. However , adversaries can abuse this
feature and hide their running window (Citation:
Antiquated Mac Malware).",

"external_references ": [
{

"external_id ": "T1143",
"url": "https :// attack.mitre.org/techniques/

T1143",
"source_name ": "mitre -attack"

},{
"url": "https :// blog.malwarebytes.com/threat -

analysis /2017/01/new -mac -backdoor -using -
antiquated -code/",

"description ": "Thomas Reed. (2017, January
18). New Mac backdoor using antiquated
code. Retrieved July 5, 2017." ,

"source_name ": "Antiquated Mac Malware"
}],

"object_marking_refs ": [ "marking -definition --fa42a846
-8d90 -4e51 -bc29 -71 d5b4802168" ],

"x_mitre_version ": "1.0",
"x_mitre_data_sources ": [ "File monitoring" ],
"x_mitre_detection ": "Plist files are ASCII text files

with a specific format , so they ’re relatively
easy to parse. File monitoring can check for the <
code >apple.awt.UIElement </code > or any other
suspicious plist tag in plist files and flag them
.",

"x_mitre_platforms ": [ "macOS" ],
"x_mitre_permissions_required ": [ "User" ],
"type": "attack -pattern",
"kill_chain_phases ": [

{
"phase_name ": "defense -evasion",
"kill_chain_name ": "mitre -attack"

}],
"modified ": "2018 -10 -17 T00 :14:20.652Z",
"created ": "2017 -12 -14 T16 :46:06.044Z"

}]}

Figure 11: The STIX 2 object representing the ATT&CK technique "Hidden
Window"
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Part III

Making the ontology
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4 Ontology design and implementation

To test whether an ontology could be useful for reasoning about data
on cyber threats, an ontology covering the domain concepts was made
and populated with data, and queries were performed using a reasoner.
This section describes the domain and scope of the ontology, which CTI
frameworks were used to identify the terms and relationships that the
ontology should contain, and how these concepts are modeled in the
ontology. Additional concepts and properties that are useful to describe
threat actors, but not covered by these frameworks, are also identified. The
ontology is created using the ontology editor Protégé 8.

4.1 Explanation of terms

The following prefixes are used to indicate certain ontology resources:

• xsd - The resource is a datatype in the XML schema which has the
IRI prefix "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#". For instance,
xsd:string is short for http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string,
which represents the string datatype.

• owl - The resource is an OWL construct, e.g. owl:Class, or
owl:ObjectProperty.

• rdf - The resource is an RDF construct, like rdf:about.
• rdfs - The resource is an RDFS construct, like rdfs:comment.
• base - The resource is defined in the ontology, this prefix corresponds

to the IRI "http://www.example.com/threat-actor-ontology".

Note that an IRI does not have to be a valid URL.

The term ‘class’ is used to refer to a class in the ontology, and ‘instance’
is used to refer to an instance of a class in the ontology. Datatype properties
are properties that relate ontology instances to a datatype value, like a
string or an integer. Object properties relate ontology instances to other
instances, e.g. the object property targets can relate instances of the class
attack-pattern to instances of the class vulnerability.

4.2 Ontology domain and scope

The domain for the ontology is cyber threat intelligence, and more
specifically CTI about threat actors and their behaviour. The ontology
should define relevant terms for making statements about threat actors,
and be able to reason about threat actors, and find connections between
data points from different sources. Concepts describing information about
threat actors like who they are, where they operate, who their targets are,
which malware they use, which attack patterns they follow are within

8https://protege.stanford.edu
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the scope of this ontology. Information about specific vulnerabilities, or
technical information about malware or other software, like programming
language or hashes, is outside the scope of this ontology.

The CTI model defines the following categories for CTI:

• Identity
• Motivation
• Goals
• Strategy
• TTPs (Attack patterns, Malware, Infrastructure)
• Tools
• IOCs
• Atomic indicators
• Target
• Vulnerabilities
• Courses of action

The categories relevant to threat actors are identity, motivation, goals,
and target. The categories relevant to threat actor behaviour are strategy,
TTPs, and tools. Since courses of action are closely connected with
adversary behaviour, this concept is also considered relevant, as one of the
purposes of CTI usage is to prevent attacks. The ontology should model
these concepts. In addition, it must be populated with data on the concepts
to be able to reason about this information. The STIX 2 objects cover all
the categories in the CTI model [2]. By modeling the STIX 2 objects, the
ontology can be expanded to also include data on the categories that are
not within the scope. It is also useful to have the possibility to include
data on IOCs, atomic indicators, and vulnerabilities in cases where it can
be linked to threat actors.

4.2.1 Competency questions

Competency questions can be helpful in determining the scope of the ontol-
ogy [47]. These are questions that it should be possible to answer using the
knowledge modeled in the ontology. To test the ontology’s reasoning ca-
pability the following competency questions have been formulated, which
the ontology should be able to provide answers to:

• Which attack patterns have a high impact severity, high likelihood of
success, and require high level skills?

• Which campaigns have been attributed to nation state actors?
• Which malware is used by most threat actors?
• Which technique is employed by most threat actors?
• Which softwares use a specific technique?
• Which threat actors are known to target a given sector?
• Which techniques share some specific data sources?
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• Which malwares have been used by a specific threat actor class and
targeted a specific region?

• Which region is most commonly targeted by threat actors from a
given country?

• Which malwares violate the security objective "Authorization"?

The questions are formulated with the aim of extracting information
that is not specifically stated, or cannot be found by looking at just one
individual in the ontology.

4.3 Use of existing frameworks

STIX 2 is a useful foundation for the ontology because it covers relevant
concepts in CTI, defines taxonomies for concepts through the use of open
vocabularies, includes descriptions of its objects and properties, and there
is relevant data available in STIX 2 format. The ontology also makes
use of concepts from the data models of CAPEC and ATT&CK, as these
knowledge bases contain information that is appropriate for ontology data
population. The attack patterns from CAPEC, and the techniques and
tactics from ATT&CK provide data on threat actor behaviour. In addition,
ATT&CK group objects provide data on identity and affiliations, and
ATT&CK software objects provide data on tools.

It is necessary to identify the terms that the ontology should be able to
define and make statements about. In this case, terms that are necessary
to describe threat actor behaviour in a system, and terms to describe threat
actor identity. The relevant terms from STIX 2 need to be identified and
modeled, as well as the relevant terms necessary to import information
from CAPEC and ATT&CK into the ontology. The rest of this section
describes which classes and properties have been identified from STIX 2,
CAPEC and ATT&CK.

4.3.1 STIX 2 concepts

From STIX 2 the main concepts are the twelve domain objects Attack
Pattern, Campaign, Course of Action, Identity, Indicator, Intrusion Set,
Malware, Observed Data, Report, Threat Actor, Tool, and Vulnerability,
and the two relationship objects Relationship and Sighting. All SDOs are
modeled as classes, and can not all be declared disjoint. For instance, the
same instance may be classified as a threat-actor, intrusion-set, and
identity. It might not be obvious whether some software is used as a tool
or a malware.

Since relationships between objects can be modeled as object properties
in OWL, there is no class modeled for the Relationship SRO. Sighting is
modeled as a class. The resulting ontology classes are campaign, attack-
pattern, course-of-action, identity, indicator, intrusion-set, malware,
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observed-data, report, threat-actor, tool, vulnerability, and sighting.

The marking definition and bundle objects that are mentioned in
Section 3.5.1 are not modeled in the ontology. Since all the data that is
used to populate the ontology is publicly available, marking definitions
would not add any useful information at this stage. This is not to say it
is not a useful property, as much CTI does have restrictions in its usage
and sharing, but it is considered out of scope for this ontology. Bundles are
simply arbitrary collections of STIX objects and marking definitions and
are relevant for the formatting and transfer of JSON objects, but do not add
any meaning or structure to the ontology. Typically, STIX objects in the
same JSON document are declared to be in a bundle.

STIX 2 defines a set of common object properties, and properties that
are specific to one or more objects. The common object properties primarily
contain object meta-data, and not CTI, and are not modeled. Object specific
properties are shown in Table 8.

Domain Object Properties
Attack Pattern name, description, kill_chain_phases
Campaign name, description, aliases, first_seen, last_seen, ob-

jective
Course of Action name, description, action
Identity name, description, identity_class, sectors, contact_-

information
Indicator name, description, pattern, valid_from, valid_until,

kill_chain_phases
Intrusion Set name, description, aliases, first_seen, last_seen,

goals, resource_level, primary_motivation, sec-
ondary_motivations

Malware name, description, kill_chain_phases
Observed Data first_observed, last_observed, number_observed, ob-

jects
Report name, description, published, object_refs
Threat Actor name, description, aliases, roles, goals, sophis-

tication, resource_level, primary_motivation, sec-
ondary_motivations, personal_motivations

Tool name, description, kill_chain_phases, tool_version
Vulnerability name, description

Table 8: STIX domain object individual properties

The STIX 2 properties name and description can be modeled in OWL
using rdfs:label and rdfs:comment, which are used to provide human-
readable information in ontologies. Other properties are imported as either
datatype properties or object properties. In some cases properties are
instead modeled using classes. The property identity_class in Identity
objects is modeled with disjoint identity subclasses, and the resource_-
level property of Intrusion Sets and Threat Actors is modeled with the
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class resource-level-value-partition. Threat Actor role is modeled
with threat-actor subclasses, and Threat Actor sophistication with the
sophistication-value-partition class.

Value partitions are a design pattern that can be used to further classify
a class into a specific, exhaustive set of disjoint subclasses [48]. This is an
appropriate solution to modeling properties where the value must be one
given on a scale, or another limited set of values. Value partitions also have
a covering axiom stating that any instance of the value partition class must
be an instance of one of the subclasses that make up the values. Figure 12
shows how the subclasses of the likelihood value partition are declared in
OWL using RDF/XML syntax.

<owl:AllDisjointClasses >
<owl:members rdf:parseType =" Collection">

<owl:Class rdf:about ="& base;#very -low -likelihood">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource ="& base;#likelihood -value

-partition"/>
</owl:Class >

<owl:Class rdf:about ="& base;#low -likelihood">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource ="& base;#likelihood -value

-partition"/>
</owl:Class >

<owl:Class rdf:about ="& base;#medium -likelihood">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource ="& base;#likelihood -value

-partition"/>
</owl:Class >

<owl:Class rdf:about ="& base;#high -likelihood">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource ="& base;#likelihood -value

-partition"/>
</owl:Class >

<owl:Class rdf:about ="& base;#very -high -likelihood">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource ="& base;#likelihood -value

-partition"/>
</owl:Class >

</owl:members >
</owl:AllDisjointClasses >

Figure 12: Declaring the disjoint subclasses of the likelihood value partition, which
divides the likelihood of an attack pattern succeeding into subclasses on a scale of
[Very Low, Low, Medium, High, Very High].

In the case of threat actor sophistication, the values are [none, minimal,
intermediate, advanced, expert, innovator, strategic], which make up a
scale that spans ‘no sophistication’ to the highest level of sophistication.
A threat actor can not be at two different levels of sophistication, making
the values disjoint. Ideally, all instances of threat-actor would also be
instances of one of the sophistication-value-partition subclasses, but
this is hard to achieve since there may not be enough information about a
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threat actor to place them somewhere on the scale.

Some objects have the property kill_chain_phases. This property
contains kill chain phases of a named kill chain, that an indicator have
been observed in, or a malware or tool can be used in. The value of
kill-chain-phases is a combination of phase names (like reconnaissance
or exploitation), and the name of the kill chain (which for example could be
the Lockheed Martin cyber kill chain, or the MITRE cyber attack lifecycle).
To model this, the class kill-chain-phase is used. Named kill chains are
subclasses of kill-chain-phase with their respective phases as instances.
The ontology object property in-kill-chain-phase corresponds to the
STIX 2 property kill_chain_phases.

The properties objective, alias, first-seen, last-seen, pattern,
contact-information, valid-from, valid-until, goal, first-observed,
last-observed, number-observed, published, and version are modeled as
datatype properties.

The properties sector, primary-motivation, secondary-motivation,
object, object-ref, and personal-motivation are modeled as object
properties, as they should be used to link instances to instances of industry,
motivation, or other classes.

Common relationships that are not object type specific are duplicate-of,
derived-from, and related-to. Other relationships between STIX domain
objects are shown in table 9. From these the resulting ontology properties
are targets, uses, mitigates, indicates, impersonates, and variant-of.

The STIX property external-reference is used to connect STIX objects
with non-STIX resources, and is not modeled directly, but some of the
information may be useful to add to the ontology. For instance references
to CAPEC and ATT&CK IDs may be contained in this property.

The observed data SDO contains a list of observable objects that have
been observed. The STIX 2.0 specification defines 18 kinds of observables
and their properties [49]:

• artifact
• autonomous-system
• directory
• domain-name
• email-addr
• email-message
• file
• ipv4-addr
• ipv6-addr
• mac-addr
• mutex
• network-traffic
• process
• software
• url
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Subject Relationship Object
Attack Pattern targets Identity, Vulnerability

uses Malware, Tool
Campaign attributed-to Intrusion Set, Threat Actor

targets Identity, Vulnerability
uses Attack Pattern, Malware, Tool

Course of Action mitigates Attack Pattern, Malware, Tool, Vul-
nerability

Indicator indicates Attack Pattern, Campaign, Intru-
sion Set, Malware, Threat Actor,
Tool

Intrusion Set attributed-to Threat Actor
targets Identity, Vulnerability
uses Attack Pattern, Malware, Tool

Malware targets Identity, Vulnerability
uses Tool
variant-of Malware

Threat Actor attributed-to Identity
impersonates Identity
targets Identity, Vulnerability
uses Attack Pattern, Malware, Tool

Tool targets Identity, Vulnerability

Table 9: STIX domain object relationships
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• user-account
• windows-registry-key
• x509-certificate

The listed observable objects are all modeled as subclasses of the
observable class. Observable properties will not be described in detail
here.

Open vocabularies can be used to populate some concepts or define
subclasses. The values from the following STIX 2 open vocabularies are
used:

• Attack Motivation - These values are instances of the class attack-
motivation. The property has-motivation relate identity instances
to motivation instances, and also has the subproperties primary-
motivation, secondary-motivation, and personal-motivation.

• Attack Resource Level - Values make up the disjoint subclasses of the
class resource-level-value-partition.

• Identity Class - Values are disjoint subclasses of identity.
• Indicator Label - Values make up the disjoint subclasses of indicator.
• Industry Sector - Values are instances of industry. The properties

targets and sector can be used to relate other instances to industry
instances.

• Malware label - This vocabulary names different types of malware.
Values are subclasses of malware.

• Report label - This vocabulary contains different report subjects,
which are [threat-report, attack-pattern, campaign, identity, indicator,
malware, observed-data, threat-actor, tool, vulnerability]. threat-
report is modeled as a subclass of report. The property subject can
be used to relate a report instance to instances of attack-pattern,
campaign, identity, indicator, malware, observed-data, threat-
actor, tool, or vulnerability.

• Threat Actor Label - Values are subclasses of threat-actor.
• Threat Actor Role - Values are subclasses of threat-actor.
• Threat Actor Sophistication - Values make up the disjoint subclasses

of the class sophistication-value-partition.
• Tool label - This vocabulary describes different functions of tools.

Values are modeled as subclasses of tool.

4.3.2 CAPEC concepts

From CAPEC the main concept is Attack Pattern, which is modeled as
the attack-pattern class in the ontology. The "name" and "description"
properties are modeled with rdfs:label and rdfs:comment. Also, the
following CAPEC attack pattern properties are modeled:

• Likelihood of attack - Likelihood of attack success is given on a scale
of [Very Low, Low, Medium, High, Very High]. This is modeled with
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the likelihood-value-partition class, which has the values in the
scale as disjoint subclasses.

• Typical severity - Typical severity of impact is given on a scale of
[Very Low, Low, Medium, High, Very High]. This is modeled with the
severity-value-partition class, which has the values in the scale as
disjoint subclasses.

• Prerequisites - The datatype property prerequisite relates an in-
stance of attack-pattern to this value.

• Skills required - The value of this property relates a necessary skill
to its difficulty level on a scale of [Low, Medium, High]. The object
property requires-skill relates an instance of attack-pattern to a
necessary skill. Skills may be instances of the disjoint subclasses of
skill-level-value-partition, which are low, medium, and high.

• Resources required - The property requires-resource relates an
instance of attack-pattern to this value.

• Consequences - The value of this property relates desired out-
comes to the security objectives they violate. To capture this
the property objective and the class violates-security-objective
are used. The property objective relates an attack-pattern
to a the desired outcome. violates-security-objective has
the subclasses violates-access-control, violates-accountability,
violates-non-repudiation, violates-authentication, violates-
authorization, violates-integrity, violates-availability, and
violates-confidentiality. An attack-pattern may also be an in-
stance of one or more of these subclasses.

• Mitigations - The values of this property correspond to instances of
the course-of-action class, which relate to attack-pattern instances
through the mitigates property.

• Example instances - The example property relates an attack-pattern
to these values.

• Related weaknesses - The related-weakness property relates an
attack-pattern to these values.

4.3.3 ATT&CK concepts

From ATT&CK there are the main concepts Group, Software, Technique
and Tactic that relate to each other as shown in figure 8 in section 3. These
concepts are modeled using the classes threat-actor, software, attack-
pattern, and tactic in the ontology.

Object names and descriptions are modeled using rdfs:label and
rdfs:comment.

ATT&CK Group objects have references to associated Software and
Technique objects, which are modeled using the object property uses.
In addition, the "aliases" property is modeled in the ontology using the
property alias.

ATT&CK Software objects have references to associated Technique and
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Group objects, which are modeled using the used-by property. They may
also have aliases. They have a "type" property, which is either "Tool",
"Malware", or "Utility". The classes malware, tool, and utility are modeled
as subclasses of software. Techniques also have a "Platform" property.
Platform is modeled using the class platform, and the object property runs-
on relates a software instance to a platform instance. The targets property
can be used to relate an attack-pattern to a platform.

ATT&CK Technique objects have references to associated tactics, which
are modeled using the accomplishes object property. Techniques also have
the property "Platform". In addition the following technique properties are
modeled:

• System requirements - The datatype property system-requirement
relates an attack-pattern instance to this value.

• Permissions required - The values correspond to instances of the
permission class, and the object property requires-permission
relates an attack-pattern to a permission.

• Effective permissions - The object property effective-permission
relates an attack-pattern to a permission.

• Data source - The values correspond to instances of the data-source
class, and the object property has-data-source relates an attack-
pattern to a data-source.

• Supports remote - The datatype property supports-remote relates an
attack-pattern instance to this value.

• Defense bypassed - Modeled using subclasses of the class bypasses-
defense.

• Detection - The datatype property detection relates an attack-
pattern instance to this value.

• Mitigation - The values correspond to course-of-action instances.
The property mitigates relates a course-of-action to an attack-
pattern.

• Example - This is modeled with the used-by property relating to a
software or identity.

The properties "permissions required", "effective permissions", "data
source", "supports remote", and "defense bypassed" are tags, as shown in
the technique object model in Table 3, meaning there is a restricted set of
values used for these properties. The values in some of these sets make up
the instances in the classes permission, data-source, and defense.

The ATT&CK Group descriptions contain additional information on
nationality, targeted areas and associations to other threat actors or
identities. To model this information the ontology has a nationality class,
with specific nationalities as subclasses. There is also a region class, which
has country as a subclass, and specific regions or areas as instances. The
targets property can be used to relate instances to a region or an industry.
The associated-with object property can be used to express associations
between groups.
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ATT&CK Software descriptions sometimes contain additional informa-
tion about which other softwares a software has been used together with.
To model this the used-with object property is used. The used-by object
property is used to relate a software instance to a campaign.

4.4 Class relationships

In addition to the relationships described previously in this section, the
following relationships between classes have also been identified:

• Any threat actor that is an instance of nation-state has a government
resource level, making nation-state a subclass of the government
subclass of the resource-level-value-partition class.

• nation-state is also a subclass of the organization subclass of
identity.

• attack-pattern is a subclass of violates-security-objective, as it is
an inherent property of all attack patters that they must violate some
security objective.

• Since all threat actors must have an identity, threat-actor is a
subclass of identity.
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5 Ontology data

To be able to reason about the concepts in the ontology, they must be
populated with data. This section describes how data from CAPEC
and ATT&CK was imported into the ontology, and how reasoning was
performed on the ontology. Most of the data was imported in JSON-LD
format. Even though the ontology is made in OWL, it is possible to merge
ontologies in different file formats using Protégé, and also to export the
resulting ontology in one format.

5.1 JSON-LD

The ATT&CK and CAPEC catalogs in STIX 2 format were imported from
https://github.com/mitre/cti. STIX 2 objects are represented in JSON
format, as shown in Figures 9, 10, and 11 in Section 3. JSON objects can
be imported into Protégé in the form of JSON-LD (LD stands for Linked
Data). All JSON-LD documents are valid JSON documents, but for a
JSON document to be valid in JSON-LD one needs to provide IRIs for all
individuals, classes, and properties.

One of the key aspects of ontologies is that any concept must
have a unique identifier called an IRI. As an example, the STIX
schema JSON objects all contain an identifier (property) called "title",
whose value is the name of the object. To ensure that whenever
the term "title" is used, it refers to the same concept, a JSON-LD ob-
ject must have an IRI for the term "title". In this case, "title" corre-
sponds to rdfs:label, which has the IRI "http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-
schema#label". Similarly, the identifier "description" corresponds to
rdfs:comment, which has the IRI "http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-
schema#comment". Concepts that are defined in the ontology have the
IRI prefix ’http://www.example.com/threat-actor-ontology’, like for in-
stance ’http://www.example.com/threat-actor-ontology#attack-pattern".
To transform all relevant terms into IRIs in the ATT&CK and CAPEC STIX
2 objects, a Python script was made that exchanged STIX 2 properties with
ontology IRIs as described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

JSON-LD has some built-in identifiers: ’@id’ states the IRI of the object,
and ’@type’ can be used to declare the class(es) the object is an instance of.

All datatype and object properties that are used when importing
data must be stated as either DatatypeProperty or ObjectProperty in the
imported JSON-LD file (despite already being declared so in the ontology),
or they will be imported as AnnotationProperty, which cannot be reasoned
with.
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5.2 Importing the STIX 2 CAPEC catalog

The CAPEC catalog STIX 2 representation consists of objects of 5 different
types: attack-pattern, course-of-action, identity, marking-definition, and
relationship. As mentioned in Section 4.3.1, marking definitions are not
modeled in the ontology and are not imported. The marking-definition
object contains a financing and trademark statement about CAPEC. There
is only one identity object, representing the MITRE corporation, which is
used as the value of the created_by_ref property in the other objects. For
this reason, this identity object is not imported either.

5.2.1 CAPEC-specific attack pattern properties

In addition to the STIX 2 properties, the following custom CAPEC
properties are found in the objects:

• x_capec_abstraction
• x_capec_alternate_terms
• x_capec_likelihood_of_attack
• x_capec_consequences
• x_capec_resources_required
• x_capec_prerequisites
• x_capec_typical_severity
• x_capec_skills_required
• x_capec_example_instances
• x_capec_status

The corresponding ontology properties are capec-abstraction, alternate-
term, capec-likelihood, objective, requires-resource, prerequisite,
requires-skill, example, and capec-status. Typical severity is declared
using the severity-value-partition class.

The properties capec-abstraction and capec-status have a value from
[’Standard’, ’Detailed’, ’Meta’] and [’Stable’, ’Usable’, ’Draft’], respectively.

The property x_capec_likelihood_of_attack is modeled using the
likelihood-value-partition class, and the attack-pattern instances are
also instances of the subclasses in this value partition.

The property alternate-term is relates an attack pattern to each string
value given in the list x_capec_alternate_terms.

The value of the property x_capec_consequences is a list of pairs,
where each pair consists of a desired outcome of an attack and a security
objective that this outcome violates. The security objective is either
’Access_Control’, ’Accountability’, ’Non-Repudiation’, ’Authentication’,
’Authorization’, ’Integrity’, ’Availability’, ’Confidentiality’, or ’Other’. The
violates-security-objective class has subclasses for each mentioned
security objective (except ’Other’), that is used to further classify attack-
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pattern instances. The datatype property objective relates attack-
pattern instances to the desired outcome.

The requires-resource datatype property relates an attack-pattern
instance to each string value in the list provided by x_capec_resources_-
required.

The value of x_capec_typical_severity, which must be one of the values
in [’Very Low’, ’Low’, ’Medium’, ’High’, ’Very High’], is imported as a
statement making the attack-pattern an instance of the corresponding
severity-value-partition subclass.

The value of the x_capec_skills_required property is a list of pairs
consisting of a description of a necessary skill to execute an attack and the
skill level on a scale of [’Low’, ’Medium’, ’High’]. The necessary skill is
imported as an instance of the class skill, and an instance of one of the
subclasses of the skill-level-value-partition based on its difficulty. The
property requires-skill relates an attack-pattern to a skill.

The example property relates an attack pattern to the example provided
by the x_capec_example_instances string value.

The prerequisite property relates an attack pattern to each string value
in the list provided by the x_capec_prerequisites property.

Relationships between different attack patterns (indicated by the
CAPEC property ’Relationships’) are not included in the STIX 2 objects.

5.2.2 Attack pattern objects

The STIX 2 attack-pattern objects are imported as instances of the attack-
pattern class. The CAPEC ID is stored in the external_references object,
and used as the IRI suffix. The name parameter is imported as rdfs:label, and
the description parameter as rdfs:comment. In addition, custom CAPEC
properties are imported using the classes and properties described in the
previous section.

Some attack patterns are deprecated, this is indicated with the name
starting with "DEPRECATED:". These attack patterns are not imported.

5.2.3 Course of action objects

The STIX 2 course-of-action objects are imported as course-of-action
instances, with the name and description properties stored as rdfs:label and
rdfs:comment, respectively.

5.2.4 Relationship objects

The relationship objects relate course-of-action objects to attack-
pattern objects through the mitigates relationship. These are imported
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as instances of the mitigates object property, with a course-of-action
instance as source and an attack-pattern instance as target.

5.2.5 Example

Figure 13 shows the JSON-LD object which is used to import the CAPEC
attack pattern "Use of Captured Hashes (Pass The Hash)" into the ontology.
The ’@id’ identifier defines the IRI, which has the attack pattern’s CAPEC
ID as suffix. The ’@type’ identifier declares this object an instance of
the classes attack-pattern and violates-integrity, the low subclass of
the likelihood-value-partition, and the high subclass of the severity-
value-partition.

This attack-pattern instance has the datatype properties capec-
status, capec-abstraction, objective, and prerequisite, which all have
string values. When the value of a property is a list, there will be one
instance of the property for every element in the list linking the object to
that element. An object having a property for which the value is a list of
two elements, will have two instances of this property in the ontology.

The attack-pattern has one object property, namely requires-skill,
which links it to two instances of the class skill.

In addition, the property rdfs:comment contains the description of the
attack pattern, and the property rdfs:label contains its name.
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{
"@id": "http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology#CAPEC

-644",
"@type": [

"http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology#attack -pattern
",

"http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology#violates -
integrity",

"http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology/likelihood -
value -partition#low",

"http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology/severity -value
-partition#high"

],
"http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology#capec -

abstraction ": "Detailed",
"http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology#capec -status ": "

Stable",
"http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology#objective ":[

"Gain Privileges"
],
"http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology#prerequisite ": [

"The adversary needs to first obtain the hashed credentials
of a user , via the use of a tool , prior to executing
this attack.",

"The victim system must allow Lan Man or NT Lan Man
authentication ."

],
"http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology#requires -skill":

[
{

"@id": "http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology/skill
#skill1021"

},
{

"@id": "http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology/skill
#skill1022"

}
],
"http ://www.w3.org /2000/01/rdf -schema#comment ": "An adversary

uses stolen hash values for a user ’s credentials (username
and password) to access systems [...]" ,

"http ://www.w3.org /2000/01/rdf -schema#label": "Use of Captured
Hashes (Pass The Hash)"

}

Figure 13: The imported JSON-LD object defining the CAPEC attack pattern "Use
of Captured Hashes (Pass The Hash)". The attack pattern description given by the
property "http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#comment" has been shortened.
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5.3 Importing the STIX 2 ATT&CK catalog

The ATT&CK catalog consists of the three models ’ATT&CK for Enter-
prise’, ’ATT&CK for Mobile’, and ’PRE-ATT&CK’. ’ATT&CK for Enter-
prise’ and ’ATT&CK for Mobile’ are represented through the following
STIX 2 objects:

• attack-pattern
• course-of-action
• identity
• intrusion-set
• malware
• marking-definition
• relationship
• tool

In addition there are two custom objects:

• x-mitre-matrix
• x-mitre-tactic

The ‘PRE-ATT&CK´ representation consists of the same objects types,
except it does not have any course-of-action, malware, or tool objects.

identity, marking-definition, and x-mitre-matrix objects are not
imported. Some objects are revoked, these objects will have the revoked
property set to ’true’, and are not imported.

5.3.1 ATT&CK-specific properties

The following custom properties are found in the STIX 2 ATT&CK objects:

• x_mitre_version
• x_mitre_data_sources
• x_mitre_defense_bypassed
• x_mitre_remote_support
• x_mitre_contributors
• x_mitre_effective_permissions
• x_mitre_detection
• x_mitre_permissions_required
• x_mitre_system_requirements
• x_mitre_network_requirements
• x_mitre_platforms
• x_mitre_aliases
• x_mitre_shortname
• x_mitre_old_attack_id
• x_mitre_deprecated
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Only in Mobile ATT&CK objects:

• x_mitre_tactic_type

Only in PRE-ATT&CK objects:

• x_mitre_detectable_by_common_defenses
• x_mitre_detectable_by_common_defenses_explanation
• x_mitre_difficulty_for_adversary
• x_mitre_difficulty_for_adversary_explanation

The properties x_mitre_contributors, x_mitre_version, and x_-
mitre_old_attack_id contain metadata about the ATT&CK object authors,
ATT&CK version, and previous ATT&CK ID numbers, and are not im-
ported. Deprecated techniques with the property x_mitre_deprecated set
to true are not imported.

The values in the list provided by x_mitre_data_sources are imported
as instances of the data-source class and related to attack-pattern
instances with the has-data-source property.

The value of the property x_mitre_defense_bypassed is a list contain-
ing one or more of 23 different defenses, including ’Digital Certificate Val-
idation’, ’Log analysis’, ’Process whitelisting’, ’Firewall’ and ’Network in-
trusion detection system’. These make up 23 subclasses of the bypasses-
defense class. attack-pattern instances with this property will be in-
stances of the corresponding bypasses-defense subclasses.

The x_mitre_remote_support and x_mitre_network_requirements prop-
erties are imported using the datatype properties supports-remote and
requires-network. The values are either True or False.

The class permission is modeled with the instances User, Adminis-
trator, root, Remote Desktop Users and SYSTEM. The STIX 2 properties
x_mitre_effective_permissions and x_mitre_permissions_required are
imported with the corresponding object properties effective-permission
and requires-permission, which have permission as range.

The value of the property x_mitre_detection is imported using the
datatype property detection.

The value of the property x_mitre_system_requirements is imported
using the datatype property system-requirement.

The class platform is modeled with the instances ’Linux’, ’macOS’, and
’Windows’, and the subclass mobile-platform, which has the instances
’Android’ and ’iOS’. In ATT&CK technique (STIX 2 attack-pattern) ob-
jects, the x_mitre_platforms corresponds to the object property targets. In
ATT&CK software (STIX 2 tool or malware) objects, the x_mitre_platforms
property is imported using the object property runs-on.

The values of the properties x_mitre_aliases and x_mitre_shortname
are imported using the corresponding alias and shortname datatype
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properties. Both STIX 2 and ATT&CK have the aliases property, but in
STIX 2 it can only be used with intrusion-set objects, whereas in ATT&CK
it is used in both Group and Software objects.

5.3.2 Tactic objects

The custom x-mitre-tactic objects correspond to the ATT&CK tactics.
The objects are imported as instances of the tactic class, with their
corresponding ATT&CK ID as the IRI suffix. The ID is found in the object’s
external_references property. The name and description properties are
imported as rdfs:label and rdfs:comment, respectively.

5.3.3 Attack pattern objects

Each STIX 2 ATT&CK attack-pattern object corresponds to an ATT&CK
technique. The objects are imported as instances of the attack-pattern
class, with the IRI, and rdfs:label and rdfs:comment properties set as
described in the previous section.

The value of the property kill_chain_phases is a list of objects.
Each object has two key-value pairs where the keys are phase_name and
kill_chain_name. The value of kill_chain_name is either ’mitre-attack’,
’mitre-pre-attack’, or ’mitre-mobile-attack’. The value of kill_chain_name
is imported as a kill-chain-phase subclass, with its related phase-name
values as instances. The in-kill-chain-phase object property relates
attack-pattern instances to the kill-chain-phase instances.

Custom ATT&CK STIX 2 properties are imported using the classes and
properties described in Section 5.3.1.

5.3.4 Course of action objects

The course-of-action objects contain the information found in the Mit-
igation property of an ATT&CK technique. The objects are imported as
described in Section 5.2.3.

5.3.5 Intrusion set objects

The intrusion-set STIX 2 objects correspond to ATT&CK Group objects,
and are imported as instances of the intrusion-set class, with IRI,
rdfs:label, and rdfs:comment set as described in Section 5.3.2. The STIX
2 property aliases is imported using the ontology property alias. 78
intrusion sets were imported.
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5.3.6 Malware and tool objects

The ATT&CK Software objects are represented in STIX 2 as either malware
or tool objects, and are imported as instances of the malware and tool
classes. IRI, rdfs:label and rdfs:comment are set as described in Section
5.3.2. The custom properties x_mitre_platforms and x_mitre_aliases are
imported using the classes and properties described in Section 5.3.1. 281
malware and 47 tool objects were imported.

5.3.7 Relationship objects

The relationship objects are used to declare three types of relationship:
mitigates, uses, and revoked-by. Since revoked objects are not imported
into the ontology, relationships of the type revoked-by are ignored. The
mitigates relationship objects relate course-of-action objects to attack-
pattern objects. For each of these relationship objects, an instance of the
object property mitigates is declared, with a course-of-action instance as
the source and an attack-pattern instance as the target.

The uses relationship objects either relate malware or tool objects to
attack-pattern objects, or intrusion-set objects to malware, tool, or
attack-pattern objects. For each of these relationship objects, an instance
of the object property uses is declared between the source and target
instances.

5.3.8 Examples

Figure 14 shows the JSON-LD object representing the ATT&CK group
"APT18". The ’@type’ identifier declares this object an instance of
intrusion-set, and the property alias relates this instance to four aliases.
The group description is imported as the property rdfs:comment, and its
name as the property rdfs:label.

Figure 15 shows an object declaring that group G0066 (Elderwood) uses
the software S0012 (PoisonIvy, which is a remote access tool).
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{
"@id": "http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology#G0026",
"@type": "http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology#

intrusion -set",
"http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology#alias": [

"APT18",
"TG -0416" ,
"Dynamite Panda",
"Threat Group -0416"

],
"http ://www.w3.org /2000/01/rdf -schema#comment ": "[APT18](https

:// attack.mitre.org/groups/G0026) is a threat group that
has operated since at least 2009 and has targeted a range
of industries , including technology , manufacturing , human
rights groups , government , and medical. (Citation: Dell
Lateral Movement)",

"http ://www.w3.org /2000/01/rdf -schema#label": "APT18"
}

Figure 14: JSON-LD object describing the intrusion set G0026

{
"@id": "http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology#G0066",
"http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology#uses": {

"@id": "http ://www.example.com/threat -actor -ontology#S0012"
}

}

Figure 15: JSON-LD object stating that the group G0066 uses the software S0012

5.4 Importing ATT&CK and CAPEC information not expressed
in STIX 2

The STIX 2 representations of the CAPEC and ATT&CK catalogs do not
contain all the information that the original versions do. Relationships
between CAPEC attack patterns are not included, and neither are refer-
ences between CAPEC attack patterns and ATT&CK techniques. Informa-
tion contained in ATT&CK descriptions may be used to further classify in-
stances, identify instances of other classes, and identify relationships that
are not stated using ATT&CK properties.

5.4.1 Relationships between attack patterns and techniques

To import the relationships between CAPEC attack patterns and ATT&CK
techniques, the CAPEC catalog in XML format 9 was parsed using a
Python script to extract the relevant data and covert it into JSON-LD
statements that could be imported into the ontology. Relationships

9https://capec.mitre.org/data/xml/views/2000.xml.zip
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between techniques and attack patterns were imported using the employs
property. Internal relationships between CAPEC attack patterns were not
imported.

There are 440 ATT&CK techniques in the ontology, of which 93 are
mapped to relevant CAPEC attack patterns, and 521 attack patterns, of
which 73 are mapped to relevant techniques

5.4.2 Information from ATT&CK group descriptions

Table 11 in appendix A shows additional facts extracted from ATT&CK
Group description fields that have been modeled in the ontology. The
modeled information concerns:

• Nationality
• Targeted industries and regions
• Attribution
• Motivations
• Categorization
• Associations to other threat actors
• Campaigns

For example, the description for group with ID G0022 and name APT3
is 10:

"APT3 is a China-based threat group that researchers have at-
tributed to China’s Ministry of State Security. This group is re-
sponsible for the campaigns known as Operation Clandestine
Fox, Operation Clandestine Wolf, and Operation Double Tap.
As of June 2015, the group appears to have shifted from target-
ing primarily US victims to primarily political organizations in
Hong Kong."

From this information it can be decided that APT3 is an instance of threat-
actor, and is related to the identity "China’s Ministry of State Security" via
the attributed-to property. Also, 3 campaigns are related to APT3 via this
property. The targets property relates APT3 to two areas, the US and Hong
Kong. APT3 is also an instance of the threat-actor subclass nation-state,
which means it is also an instance of the government-resource subclass of
the resource-level-value-partition.

The ATT&CK groups are represented as 78 intrusion sets in STIX 2.
From the descriptions, the following 2 intrusion sets were identified as also
being campaigns:

• G0014 - Night Dragon
• G0072 - Honeybee

10https://attack.mitre.org/groups/G0022/
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The remaining 76 intrusion sets were classified as also being threat
actors.

In total, 22 campaign instances, 19 targeted industries and 43 targeted
region instances were identified from the descriptions. 8 intrusion-set
instances were attributed to nation state identities, and 20 instances were
classified based on nationality. 1, 2, 12, and 8 individuals were classified as
instances of the threat-actor subclasses activist, crime-syndicate, spy,
and nation-state, respectively.

In many cases, the described information is ambiguous, with sentences
like "believed to operate out of China", or "likely Russian origins" etc. This
type of uncertain information is not modeled, since the ontology does not
model confidence in data or probability that a fact is true, and thus should
only model facts that are assumed to be true.

When classifying threat actors using the subclasses that were defined
from the STIX 2 open vocabulary Threat Actor Label, it was difficult to
find information that placed a threat actor within these classes. Some
were described as "espionage groups", which fits the class spy, and groups
attributed to nation states of course can be instances of the nation-state
class, but most descriptions did not describe threat actor characteristics in
a way that could be used to classify them.

5.4.3 Information from ATT&CK software descriptions

The ATT&CK software objects are imported as instances of either tool
or malware. 280 malware instances and 48 tool instances were imported.
One tool instance - XBot (S0298) - had the description "Xbot is an Android
malware family [...]", and the cited Palo Alto report also defined Xbot as a
malware, so this software classification was changed from tool to malware.

The software descriptions contain information that can be used to
further classify these instances, which is shown in table 10. 14 tool
instances were also classified as utilities. A tool or malware instance may
belong to multiple tool or malware subclasses. Some may also belong
to subclasses which are not indicated by their descriptions. In addition,
information from descriptions are used to find instances of the used-with,
used-by, and targets properties, this information is shown in table 12 in
appendix B.
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Class Subclass Number of instances
malware 281

adware 2
backdoor 83
bot 3
ddos 1
dropper 7
exploit-kit
keylogger
ransomware 3
remote-access-trojan 33
resource-exploitation
rogue-security-software
rootkit 5
screen-capture
spyware 9
trojan 32
virus
worm 2

tool 47
credential-exploitation 9
denial-of-service
exploitation 7
information-gathering 8
network-capture 1
remote-access 5
vulnerability-scanning

Table 10: Further classification of tool and malware instances
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6 Reasoning and queries

Inferences were made using the HermiT reasoner in Protégé. Resulting in-
stances and queried individuals are rendered by their label for readability.

6.1 Expected inferences

When querying the ontology, in order to get the correct results, these are
some of the inferences that the reasoner is expected to make.

6.1.1 Inferring class from range

Some instances have been imported without being declared instances of
any class, but are used as targets of object properties with a given range. As
an example, the values of x_mitre_data_sources were declared as instances
and related to attack-pattern instances via the has-data-source property.
Given that the range of has-data-source is data-source, it should be
inferred that the imported instances are instances of data-source.

6.1.2 Inferring occurrences of inverse properties

By declaring the properties used-by, targeted-by, mitigated-by, indicated-
by, and impersonated-by as inverse properties of uses, targets, indicates,
mitigates, and impersonates, the reasoner should be able to infer instances
of the former relationships from the instances of the latter relationships that
were imported or stated in the ontology.

6.1.3 Inferring relationships based on properties

The properties attributed-to and variant-of are declared transitive,
meaning that the reasoner should be able to infer these relationships
between all nodes that occur in a chain with one of these relationships as
edges. E.g. if a campaign is attributed to a threat actor, which again is
attributed to a government agency, it should be inferred that the campaign
is also attributed to the government agency.

6.2 Queries

Based on the competency questions formulated in Section 4.2.1, queries
were performed in Protégé using the HermiT reasoner and the Snap
SPARQL plugin. The objective of these queries is not to answer the
questions definitively, as the data is too sparse for this, but to demonstrate
that it is possible to use this ontology to infer new facts about threat actors.
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6.2.1 Which attack patterns have a high impact severity, high likelihood
of success, and require high level skills?

Figure 16: Querying the ontology for attack patterns which have high typical
severity, high likelihood of success, and require high level skills

CAPEC attack patterns have the properties ’Typical Severity’, ’Likelihood
of Attack’, and ’Skills Required’. In the ontology this is modeled as
the attack-pattern instance belonging to subclasses of the severity-
value-partition and likelihood-value-partition, and being related to
instances of skill and skill-level-value-partition via the requires-
skill property. To answer this query, the reasoner must find all individuals
that are instances of attack-pattern, high-severity, high-likelihood, and
are related at least one instance of high-skill. Figure 16 shows how this
query is performed using the reasoner. It could also be interesting to query
for such instances which do not require high skills, but due to the open
world assumption, it is not possible to decide which instances are not
related to high-skill, because even if there is no such relationship stated
in the ontology, it cannot be assumed that no such relationship exists.

6.2.2 Which campaigns have been attributed to nation state actors?

The ontology contains some statements attributing campaigns to threat
actors, and some statements attributing threat actors to government
identities, but not statements attributing campaigns to governments. Since
attributed-to is a transitive property, this information can be inferred.
As Figure 17 shows, there are 6 campaign that are attributed to nation
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Figure 17: Querying for campaigns that are attributed to nation state actors

state actors. These are all attributed to the Lazarus group, which is the
only threat actor attributed to a nation state that any campaigns have been
attributed to. Lazarus group is attributed to the North Korean government.

6.2.3 Which malwares use a specific technique?

To test this competency question, the ontology was queried for malwares
using the technique "Brute Force". As shown in Figure 18, two malwares
use this technique.

Figure 18: Query for malwares using the technique "Brute Force"
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6.2.4 Which technique is employed by most threat actors?

Numerical operations on instances is not done by the reasoner, but can be
achieved using a query language. In this case the reasoner is also used,
because it is needed to infer occurrences of the used-by property from its
inverse property uses. Figure 19 shows how this query was performed.

Figure 19: Querying for the techniques used by most threat actors using Protégé’s
Snap SPARQL plugin
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6.2.5 Which malware is used by most threat actors?

Figure 20: Snap SPARQL query for the malwares used by most threat actors

This query is done the same way as in the previous section, but swapping
the parameter name ?attackpattern for ?malware and changing its type to
:malware. The query results in Figure 20 show that PoisonIvy is used by
most threat actors, with 8 threat actors having used this malware.

6.2.6 Which threat actors are known to target a given sector?

To test this competency question, the ontology was queried for threat actors
targeting the energy sector, resulting in 8 instances, as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Query for threat actors that target the energy sector
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6.2.7 Which techniques share some specific data sources?

ATT&CK techniques have a property containing a list of data sources that
can be used to identify an attack. A total of 50 data sources are used. This
competency question was formulated in a query for attack patterns that
have the three data sources "Packet Capture", "Network Enclave Netflow",
and "Process Use of Network". As Figure 22 shows, there are 14 techniques
that all have these data sources.

Figure 22: Query for attack patterns that share the same three data sources
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6.2.8 Which malwares have been used by a specific threat actor class
and targeted a specific region?

To test this competency question, the ontology was queried for malware
that has been used by espionage groups and in attacks targeting China, as
shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Query for malware used by an instance of the threat actor subclass spy,
that has been observed targeting China

6.2.9 Which region is most commonly targeted by threat actors from a
given country?

To test this competency question, the ontology was queried to find which
region was most commonly targeted by Chinese actors, as shown in Figure
24.

6.2.10 Which malwares violate the security objective "Authorization"?

Malware instances are related to ATT&CK techniques they use, and these
techniques are related to CAPEC attack patterns they employ. CAPEC
attack patterns are categorized based on which security objectives they
violate. To answer this question, the query in Figure 25 was performed.
In this query the attack-technique subclass of attack-pattern is used to
differentiate between ATT&CK techniques and CAPEC attack patterns.
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Figure 24: SPARQL query for regions most commonly targeted by Chinese threat
actors

Figure 25: Query for malwares that violate the security objective Authorization
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Part IV

Discussion and conclusion
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7 Discussion

7.1 Connections between data from CAPEC and ATT&CK

There is some overlap between behaviour described by CAPEC attack
patterns and ATT&CK techniques, and both taxonomies contain different
properties relevant to both attack patterns and techniques. CAPEC is
useful for describing threat actor behaviour in a general way, and its
attack patterns contain many properties that can be used for classification.
Combining CAPEC and ATT&CK makes it possible to provide more
context around techniques, for instance by asserting which security
objectives they violate, how high the likelihood of success is, what the
typical severity is, which prerequisites exist, and which skills are required.
This is information that is found in attack patterns, but not techniques.
Since techniques are more specialized than attack patterns, it is not as easy
to provide more information about an attack pattern based on techniques
that employ it, but it is possible to find more examples of usage of
this attack pattern. As mentioned in Section 5.4.1, most CAPEC attack
patterns and ATT&CK techniques do not contain mappings between the
taxonomies.

7.2 Different interpretation and usage of terms

The terms “intrusion set”, “threat actor”, and “campaign” in STIX 2 are not
defined in a way that makes it explicit what separates them, and as seen
in the ATT&CK mapping, intrusion set can be used to cover both threat
actors and campaigns. There may also not be a common understanding in
the professional field of what these terms entail.

7.3 Concepts without a well-defined terminology

At the top of the DML model there are the levels Goals and Strategy.
The technical information used on the lower DML levels is increasingly
standardized and easy to communicate, but the higher-level concepts still
do not have a well-defined terminology, and their abstract nature make
them difficult to categorize.

7.4 Politics influencing available CTI

The MITRE corporation is a non-profit corporation funded by the U.S.
government, and is considered a credible source of information. The
information contained in ATT&CK stems from a multitude of sources,
including threat reports by companies like FireEye, Dell, SecureWorks,
and Symantec. None of the ATT&CK group descriptions mention a likely
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American origin or attribution to any American identities. This omission
of U.S. actors may be due to political considerations. Confidence in the
information found in ATT&CK group objects is high, but they can not be
considered an exhaustive list of threat actors.

7.5 Information contained in description fields

Much information is found in the ATT&CK and CAPEC description
fields. Without extracting this information and transforming into a well-
defined format, it cannot be reasoned with. In many cases, group
descriptions contained information about targets, either targeted regions
or industries, or targeted identities. They also contained information
about attribution, nationality, affiliations, motivations, and characteristics
of threat actors. Some malware descriptions contained information about
delivery mechanisms, whether a software seemed to be used exclusively
by one group, where it was observed, which other malwares it was used
in conjunction with, and who it was used to target. Some of the facts
contained in ATT&CK group and software descriptions were modeled
after manual analysis, but there was also a lot of information that either
could not be modeled using the concepts already in the ontology, or were
formulated in a way that made them ambiguous.

By including a way of modeling confidence in data, it would be possible
to include facts that stated something is "likely" or "possibly" true. This is
the case for much of CTI, as it might be hard to make definite conclusions
based on analysis of an attack. CTI also comes from many different sources,
in whom an analyst might have varying degrees of confidence. Including
data on the same event from multiple sources could help in creating a
clearer picture of what happened.
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8 Future work

Modeling data sources and confidence in sources and data is very relevant
for a CTI ontology, because this confidence is of great importance when
applying CTI. For the ontology presented here to be useful in combining
and analyzing data from multiple sources, it should be expanded to include
a way of representing trust and confidence. Subjective logic has been
proposed as a way of modeling this [50].

One of the problems in CTI is that a lot of intelligence is formulated in
prose. Intelligence that comes in a structured format is mostly technical
data like IP addresses, malware hashes, and domains. Using natural
language processing to extract information from unstructured text is a
solution to extracting less technical information in a machine-readable
format that can be analyzed automatically. This could for instance be
applied to extract more information from the threat reports and articles
that are cited in ATT&CK objects, and add it to the ontology.
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9 Conclusion

9.1 Research question 1 - What is the basis for developing
ontologies for CTI?

Semantic technologies and ontologies can be very valuable for providing a
defined taxonomy for the CTI domain, and gathering data from different
sources, as well as providing reasoning capabilities to infer new facts from
this data.

Ontologies are a mature field of semantic technologies, and there are
several methodologies, design patterns and tools for their development,
as well as languages and technologies like RDF, OWL, reasoners and
SPARQL.

With the field of cyber security being relatively new, it lacks a well-
defined, shared vocabulary for describing security incidents, but several
efforts are being made into developing standards for use in cyber threat
intelligence. Most efforts have gone into standardizing technical aspects
of CTI, like malware, vulnerabilities, and IOCs, which are found on the
lower levels of the DML model. TTPs are in large part covered by ATT&CK
and CAPEC. Categorizing and working with higher-level information
about goals and strategy is more difficult because these concepts are more
abstract, and often this information is not known. Based on evaluations of
CTI frameworks, the CTI sharing format STIX 2 defines terms that cover
the main concepts in CTI.

In conclusion, there is already a basis for developing CTI ontologies for
concepts in the lower and middle levels of the DML model. Higher levels
can be added with more maturity in this field.

9.2 Research question 2 - What should an ontology describing
CTI about threat actors contain?

An ontology describing CTI about threat actors should model identity,
targets, and concepts that influence threat actor behaviour, like motivation
and goals, as well as common ways that threat actors behave and which
tools they use to achieve their objectives.

Based on existing reviews of CTI frameworks, it was identified that an
ontology covering CTI should at least contain the concepts found in STIX
2. There are some limitations to STIX 2, with the representation of more
abstract information like goals being less formalized than representation
of technical information. This is probably due to there not being
any standardized way of representing this information or agreement on
the exact meaning of terms. STIX 2 includes open vocabularies for
some concepts like motivation and threat actor categorization, but when
analyzing ATT&CK group descriptions, it was difficult to find descriptions
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what mapped very well to the categories provided by these vocabularies,
and few threat actors could be categorized. This indicates that the terms
used for representing such concepts in STIX 2 are not yet fully adopted by
the cyber security community.

9.3 Research question 3 - Can reasoning with CTI ontologies be
used to find new information?

Using the concepts in the developed ontology, it was possible to model
information that was contained in the description of ATT&CK group and
software objects. Through reasoning on the data in the ontology, new
information was inferred, like which security objectives a malware violates,
which campaigns are attributed to nation state actors, and which technique
is used by most threat actors. It is reasonable to believe that these results
may be expanded with more time and effort put into the task.
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A Table of information from ATT&CK Group de-
scriptions that is modeled in the ontology

ATT&CK
Group
ID

Name Modeled information

G0060 Bronze Butler - threat actor class: spy
- targets country: Japan
- targets industry: government-national, tech-
nology, manufacturing

G0027 Threat Group-3390 - nationality: Chinese
- targets industry: aerospace, government-
national, defence, technology, energy, manufac-
turing

G0026 APT18 - targets industry: technology, manufacturing,
non-profit, government-national, healthcare

G0069 MuddyWater - class: spy
- nationality: Iranian
- targets region: Middle East

G0025 APT17 - nationality: Chinese
- targets country: U.S.
- targets industry: government-national, de-
fence, technology, mining

G0064 APT33 - targets country: the United States, Saudi
Arabia, South Korea
- targets industry: energy

G0063 BlackOasis - associated with threat actor: NEODYMIUM
(G0055)

G0062 TA459 - targets country: Russia, Belarus, Mongolia
G0061 FIN8 - has motivation: organizational-gain

- targets industry: retail, hospitality-leisure
G0068 PLATINUM - targets industry: government-national

- targets region: South and Southeast Asia
G0024 Putter Panda - nationality: Chinese

- attributed to Unit 61486 of the 12th Bureau of
the PLA’s 3rd General Staff Department (GSD)

G0023 APT16 - nationality: Chinese
- targets country: Japan, Taiwan

G0067 APT37 - threat actor class: spy
- targets region: South Korea, Japan, Vietnam,
Russia, Nepal, China, India, Romania, Kuwait,
Middle East
- campaigns: Operation Daybreak, Operation
Erebus, Golden Time, Evil New Year, Are you
Happy?, FreeMilk, Northern Korean Human
Rights, and Evil New Year 2018
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ATT&CK
Group
ID

Name Modeled information

G0022 APT3 - nationality: Chinese
- attributed to China’s Ministry of State Security
- campaigns: Operation Clandestine Fox, Oper-
ation Clandestine Wolf, and Operation Double
Tap
- targets region: US, Hong Kong

G0066 Elderwood - nationality: Chinese
- threat actor class: spy
- campaign: Operation Aurora
- targets industry: defence, manufacturing,
non-profit, technology

G0065 Leviathan - threat actor class: spy
- targets industry: defence, government-
national, transportation, manufacturing, edu-
cation
targets region: United States, Western Europe,
and along the South China Sea

G0021 Molerats - has motivation: ideology
- targets region: Middle East, Europe, the
United States

G0017 DragonOK - targets country: Japan
- associated with: Moafee (G0002)

G0016 APT29 - nationality: Russian
- attributed to: the Russian government

G0015 Taidoor - targets region: Taiwan
- targets industry: government-national

G0059 Magic Hound - targets industry: energy, government-
national, technology
- targets country: Saudi Arabia

G0058 Charming Kitten - nationality: Iranian
- threat actor class: spy
targets country: Iran, US, Israel, U.K.

G0019 Naikon - targets region: South China Sea
- attributed to: the Chinese People’s Liberation
Army’s (PLA)

G0018 admin@338 - nationality: Chinese
G0053 FIN5 - has motivation: organizational-gain

- targets industry: hospitality-leisure, entertain-
ment

G0052 CopyKittens - nationality: Iranian
- threat actor class: spy
- targets country: Israel, Saudi Arabia, Turkey,
the U.S., Jordan, Germany
- campaign: Operation Wilted Tulip
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ATT&CK
Group
ID

Name Modeled information

G0051 FIN10 - has motivation: organizational-gain
- targets region: North America

G0050 APT32 - targets industry: government-national
- targets region: Southeast Asia, Vietnam,
Phillipines, Laos, Cambodia

G0056 PROMETHIUM - associated with: NEODYMIUM (G0055)
- targets region: Turkey

G0055 NEODYMIUM - has heavily targeted Turkish victims
- associated with BlackOasis (G0063)

G0054 Sowbug - targets region: South America, Southeast Asia
- targets industry: government-national

G0010 Turla - nationality: Russian
- targets industry: government-national, de-
fence, education, pharmaceuticals

G0080 Cobalt Group - has motivation: organizational-gain
- targets: financial-services
- targets region: Eastern Europe, Central Asia,
Southeast Asia
associated with: Carbanak group (G0008)

G0006 APT1 - nationality: Chinese
- attributed to: People’s Liberation Army (PLA)

G0005 APT12 - nationality: Chinese
G0049 OilRig - targets region: Middle East

- targets industry: financial-services,
government-national, energy, telecommu-
nications
- associated with the Iranian government

G0004 Ke3chang - nationality: Chinese
- targets industry: defence, government-
national, energy

G0048 RTM - class: crime-syndicate
- targets industry: financial-services
- targets country: Russia

G0047 Gamaredon Group - targets region: Ukraine
- targets industry: government-national

G0003 Cleaver - nationality: Iranian
G0009 Deep Panda - targets industry: government-national, de-

fence, financial-services, telecommunications,
healthcare
associated with: APT19 (G0073)

G0008 Carbanak - targets industry: financial-services
G0007 APT28 - attributed to: Russia’s Main Intelligence Di-

rectorate of the Russian General Staff
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ATT&CK
Group
ID

Name Modeled information

G0041 Strider - targets country: Russia, China, Sweden,
Belgium, Iran, Rwanda

G0040 Patchwork - class: spy
- targets industry: government-national
- targets region: USA

G0046 FIN7 - has motivation: organizational-gain
- targets country: U.S.
targets industry: retail, hospitality-leisure

G0002 Moafee - associated with: DragonOK (G00017)
G0001 Axiom - class: spy

- campaign: Operation SMN
G0045 MenuPass - targets industry: healthcare, defence,

aerospace, government-national, technol-
ogy, manufacturing, education, mining
- targets country: Japan

G0044 Winnti Group - nationality: Chinese
- targets industry: entertainment
- associated with Axiom (G0001), APT17
(G0025), and Ke3chang (G0004)

G0071 Orangeworm - targets industry: healthcare
- targets region: United States, Europe, Asia

G0070 Dark Caracal - attributed to: the Lebanese General Direc-
torate of General Security (GDGS)

G0039 Suckfly - nationality: Chinese
G0037 FIN6 - class: crime-syndicate

- has motivation: organizational-gain
- targets industry: hospitality-leisure, retail

G0036 GCMAN - targets industry: financial-services
G0075 Rancor - targets region: South East Asia
G0031 Dust Storm - targets region: Japan, South Korea, the United

States, Europe, Southeast Asia
G0030 Lotus Blossom - targets industry: defence, government-

national
- targets region: Southeast Asia

G0074 Dragonfly 2.0 - targets industry: government-national, infras-
tructure
- targets country: U.S.

G0073 APT19 - nationality: Chinese
- targets industry: defence, financial-services,
energy, pharmaceuticals, telecommunications,
technology, education, manufacturing
- associated with: Deep Panda (G0009)
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ATT&CK
Group
ID

Name Modeled information

G0072 Honeybee - targets industry: non-profit
- targets region: Vietnam, Singapore, Ar-
gentina, Japans, Indonesia, Canada

G0079 DarkHydrus - targets industry: government-national, edu-
cational
- targets region: Middle East

G0035 Dragonfly - class: spy
- targets industry: defence, energy

G0034 Sandworm Team - nationality: Russian
- threat actor class: spy, activist
- targets country: Ukraine
- targets industry: energy, government-
national, telecommunications

G0078 Gorgon Group - targets industry: government-national
- targets country: United Kingdom, Spain,
Russia, the United States

G0077 Leafminer - nationality: Iranian
- targets region: Middle East

G0076 Thrip - threat actor class: spy
- targets industry: telecommunications, de-
fence
- targets region: U.S., Southeast Asia

G0032 Lazarus Group - attributed to: the North Korean government
- campaign: Operation Blockbuster, Operation
Flame, Operation 1Mission, Operation Troy,
DarkSeoul, Ten Days of Rain

Table 11: Modeled information extracted from ATT&CK group descriptions
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B Table of information from ATT&CK Software de-
scriptions that is modeled in the ontology

ATT&CK
Software
ID

Name Modeled information

S0298 XBot - targets country: Russia, Australia
S0328 Stealth Mango - targets industry: government-national, de-

fence, healthcare
S0203 Hydraq - used by campaign: Operation Aurora
S0218 SLOWDRIFT - targets industry: education

- targets country: South Korea
S0213 DOGCALL - targets industry: government-national, defence

- targets country: South Korea
S0214 HAPPYWORK - targets industry: government-national,

financial-services
S0114 BOOTRASH - targets industry: financial-services
S0115 Crimson - used by campaign: Operation Transparent

Tribe
S0237 GravityRAT - targets country: India
S0238 Proxysvc - used by campaign: Operation GhostSecret

- targets industry: education
S0113 Prikormka - used by campaign: Operation Groundbait

- targets country: Ukraine
S0247 NavRAT - targets country: South Korea
S0249 Gold Dragon - targets country: South Korea
S0244 Comnie - targets region: East Asia
S0240 ROKRAT - targets country: South Korea
S0241 RATANKBA - targets country: Poland, Mexico, Uruguay, UK,

Chile
- targets industry: financial-services, technology,
telecommunications, education

S0019 Regin - targets industry: financial-services, telecom-
munications, government-national

S0015 Ixeshe - targets region: East Asia
S0136 USBStealer - used with S0045
S0258 RGDoor - targets industry: government-national

- targets region: Middle East
S0011 Taidoor - targets country: Taiwan

- targets industry: government-national
S0253 RunningRAT - used with: S0249, S0252
S0254 PLAINTEE - targets country: Singapore, Cambodia
S0135 HIDEDRV - used with S0134
S0252 Brave Prince - used with S0249, S0253
S0268 Bisonal - targets country: Russia, South Korea, Japan
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ATT&CK
Software
ID

Name Modeled information

S0149 MoonWind - targets country: Thailand
S0143 Flame - targets region: Middle East
S0144 ChChes - targets country: Japan
S0266 TrickBot - targets industry: financial-institutions

- targets country: Australia
S0267 FELIXROOT - targets country: Ukraine
S0146 TEXTMATE - used with S0145
S0260 InvisiMole - targets country: Russia, Ukraine
S0140 Shamoon - targets region: Middle East
S0041 Wiper - targets industry: financial-services, communi-

cations
- targets country: South Korea

S0042 LOWBALL - targets industry: communications
- targets region: Hong Kong

S0051 MiniDuke - used with: S0048, S0050
S0053 SeaDuke - used with: S0046
S0296 Android Over-

lay Malware
- targets region: Europe

S0187 Daserf - targets country: Japan, South Korea, Russia,
China, Singapore

S0188 Starloader - used with: S0171
S0180 Volgmer - targets industry: government-national,

financial-services, automotive, communications
S0181 FALLCHILL - targets industry: aerospace, telecommunica-

tions, financial-services
S0182 FinFisher - variant of: S0176
S0089 BlackEnergy - targets country: Ukraine
S0087 Hi-Zor - used by campaign: INOCNATION
S0098 T9000 - targets country: US
S0092 Agent.btz - targets country: US

- targets industry: defence
S0318 XLoader - targets country: Japan, China, Hong Kong,

South Korea, Taiwan
S0314 X-Agent for An-

droid
- targets country: Ukraine

S0130 Unknown Log-
ger

- used by campaign: MONSOON

Table 12: Modeled information extracted from ATT&CK software descriptions.
These softwares are of type malware.


